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SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS — The Calloway County High Speech& Debate
learn .was the sweepstakes winner at the Nathan B. Stubblefield Speech
Tournament sponsored by the Murray High Speech and Debate team here
News Analysis
15' Per Copy 2 Sections — 24 Pages
Sattwday. CCHS coach Larry freleod le accepting the sweepstakes trophy
from former U. S. Congressman Frank1. Stubblefield.
 g
Staff Photos by frank Gonzales
Dominant Theme In Remaining Three
Weeks Of General Assembly is 'Work
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Only
three weeks are left in Kentucky's 1976
legislature, and if there ever was any
excitement about developments it's
gone now.
The dominant theme is work—the
routine of grinding out necessary
legislation.
To get a headstart on the inevitable
final crush of bills, the house is
reconvening two hours earlier than
usual Monday—at 2 p.m. the Senate,
which often must wait on the House,
meets at 4 p.m. As for the END-LESS
flow of new legislation, the total of
measures introduced so far has passed
the 1,000 mark.
But relief is in sight. Under recent
changes in rules the deadline for in-
troducing new bills is March 9.
And looking towards the final day of
the session, Senate Majority Leader
Tom Garrett, D-Paducah, said the
clock will not be stopped or turned back
by his chamber as is illegally done
every session by both the House and
Senate.
Brave words, and spoken before by
others, but those who have watched the
irenene boars of a general
assembly can be excused for remaining
skeptical.
In the 1974 session Sen. Eugege
Stuart, fl-Louisville, then a House
member, arose from his seat early
Saturday, hours past adjournment
date, to ask the speaker what day this
was.
The point was to show the House was
not supposed to be in session past the
EASTER SEAL KICKOFF — Charles David Borders, four-year old son of Mr.
and Mrs. David Borders of Route 2, Murray, becomes the first contributor in
the county in 1976 to drop a donation into a Kentucky Easter Seal Society
coin container. Shown with him are Rose Neyland of Radcliffe, and Brad
IGnker of Frankfort. Ky. students at Murray State University who are
working in the annual drive as members of the Residence Hall Planning
and Advisory Board on the campus. The drive holds special meaning for
young Borders, who goes to the West Kentucky Easter Seal Center in
Paducah twice weekly for therapy. Coin containers placed in business
establishments in the community are one phase of the Easter Seal fund-
raising effort that began today (March 1) and will continue through Easter
Sunday, April 18. StafffitotobyTornaildiannetalor
Action Filed Over
Airport Expansion
Steps have been taken in circuit court
to counter the beginning of a con-
demnation suit by the Murray-
Calloway Country Airport Board, ac-
cording records in the office of Circuit
Clerk Frances W. Shea.
Legal representatives of Jerry Bibb
and family have filed papers which in
effect challenge the right of the airport
board to take the property in question.
Cloudy and Mild
Generally cloudy and mild today,
tonight and Tuesday with a slight
chance of rain showers Tuesday. High
today in the low to mid 70s. Low tonight
In the low to mid 50s. High Tuesday in
the upper 60s to low 71$. Wednesday
turning cooler with a chance of
showers.
The property is located in the vicinity
of the airport and is part of a tract
owned by Jerry Bibb and family. The
acreage would be used, if acquired by
the board, for improvements to the
airport, including a runway extension
In the future.
The first step to be taken in a con-
demnation proceeding is for a
judgment on whether or not the
governmental body, in this case the
airport board, has the right to take the
land. The second step would be to
determine the amount of compensation
that would be equitable for the land
The Bibb motion asks for a judgment
that the airport board has no right even
to take the land, regardless of price.
A ruling is expected by Judge James
Lassiter on March 12.
constitutional deadline It availed
Stuart nothing, for the dreary
proceedings continued until groggy
House members gave up.
Even the casual observers knows
Gov. Julian Carroll has this assembly
in the palm of his hand and is per-
suading it to pass all the legislation he
really wants.
Not so well known Is the continuing





Department of Parks has announced
plans to improve the marina facilities
at Kenlake State Resort Park near
Hardin.
Quality Construction Company of
Benton has been awarded a $155,000
state contract for their successful bid
on the project, which includes the
construction of a 50400t earth retaining
wall. In addition, a paved approach
road, concrete winch pad and erosion
protection for the retaining wall are
specified in the contract.
The project is designed to improve
the park's marina by removing the
sailboat harbor from the vicinity of the
power boat facilities, according to a
Department of Parks spokesman.
Work on the project is scheduled to be
completed by June 10, 1976.
One Injured In
Accident Sunday
One person was injured in an
automobile accident last night on the
Wiswell Road, according to reports this
morning.
State police investigators were not
available for details of the incident
today, but the driver of the car was
identified as Jimmy Potts. He was
listed in satisfactory condition today at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after suffering abrasions and a con-




are doing much on their own to
streamline legislation.
They say many bills are being
scrutinized screened and put aside or
amended at the committee level in-
stead of being railroaded to the floor to
provoke useless, time-consuming
maneuvering and debate.
House Speaker William Kenton, D-
Lexington, predicts the change will
prevent the usual deluge of late
legislation.
Of course, the governor's bills are
receiving royal treatment.
For example, the $5.7 billion biennial
budget, which fluttered through the
House last Friday, will be passed at will
by the Senate whenever the signal is
given by Carroll's office.
The Calloway County High Speech
Team took first place sweepstakes in
the eighth annual "Nathan B. Stub-
blefield Speech Tournament" held
Saturday at Murray High School.
Calloway placed first with 488 points
followed by Russellville in second place
with 440 points. Henry County High
(Paris, Tn.) received third place and
Calloway's Junior High team placed
fourth in competition.
Other schools entered in the tour-
nament were Mayfield, Ballard County,
Christian County and Trigg County.
Some Murray High students par-
ticipated in the tournament in order to
acquire points.
A highlight of the awards ceremony
was a presentation to former U. S.
Congressman Frank Albert Stub-
blefield. The presentation, made on
behalf of the Mw-ray High speech team,
honored Stubblefield for his many
years of distinguished service to the
citizens of the First Congressional
District.
The tournament was directed by
Bruce Clayton, president of the Murray
High Speech Team. Kay Beasley is the
speech coach at MHS.
The Laker Speech Team had nineteen




A bridge on Highway 1346 should be
open by Wednesday, barring unforseen
difficulties, according to Bob Hodges,
district highway engineer.
The Dexter bridge was burned
Friday afternoon at about 3:30 p.m.,
and state highway crews worked
through the weekend on the bridge,
after the fire was extinguished by the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad.
Local Jaycees Win
Award At Louisville
The Murray Jaycees won a special
award at the Winter Board meeting of
the Kentucky Jaycees held the past
weekend at Louisville.
Attending the meeting frotil Murray
were nineteen members along with
eight of their wives. The Murray group
won the "Man Mile" award for
the most people with the most miles
there.
While there the group attended
seminars on the winter olyircics,
family development, bicentennial, and
many others
BAND AWARDS—five members of the Calloway County High School
Rand received awards at the Murray State University Solo and Ensemble
Festival, held Saturday. Gena Cleaver received a superior rating on flute
solo La Donne Roberts, (not pictured), received a superior for clarinet solo;
Kathy Calhoun and Gena Cleavrr, superior, flute duet LaDonne Roberts
and Gena Cieavet superior, clarrnet. flute duet Hal Grouch and Ron
Outland, excellent, trumpet duet and Ron Outland, good, tnninpet solo.
Terry Goodwin is band director stia Plboite by David we
qualified for the final round. Individual
honors were won by the following team
members: Mike Farris took first place
in broadcasting, Randy Herndon and
Randy McDaniel won first place in duet
acting, Jobeth Norwood received first
place in humorous interpretation.
Second place honors were won by
Gail Tucker in extempronous speaking,
Tammy Feltner in dramatics and
Danny Kingins in story telling. Peggy
Rogers received third place honors in
poetry.
The Calloway Junior High team was
entered Saturday against varsity
competition and qualified seven
members for the finals. James Bibb
won second place in humorous in-
terpretation and Jackie Parker took
third place in prose.
Calloway finishes their regular
season with nine first place sweep-
stakes, two second places and one
fourth place, Calloway will be defen-
ding the regional title that they have
won for the past two years next
Saturday at Murray State University,
as the Regional Speech and Debate
Tournament starts.
The junior high and senior high
speech and debate teams are coached
by Larry England.
STUBBLEFIELD HONORED — Former U. S. Congressman Frank A. Stub-
blefield was presneted an award during the Nathan B. Stubblefield Speech
Tournament at Murray High Saturday. Stubblefield was honored for his
"cfistinguished service to the people of the First Congressional District
Making the presentation is Murray High speech coach, Kay Beasley.
Another special award, the "Snoopy" award, was presented to the Ballard
County team by Huong Ngugen, a MHS student. The Snoopy Award was




Pat M. McCuiston, Pembroke, has
been elected president-elect of the
Murray State University Alumni
Association. He is a banker and State
Senator from the Third District.
McCuiston. a 1939 graduate of
Murray State, currently serves as vice-
president of the 4,000 member
organization. He will succeed Richard
Lewis of Frankfort, formerly of Benton,
class of 1960, who will assume tht office
of president. Both men, along with the
other new officers, will be installed
April 24 at the annual alumni banquet
on the Murray State campus.
Lewis will succeed James H. John-
son, assistant superintendent of schools
in Owensboro, as president.
Sid Easley has been elected the new
vice-president of the association.
Easley, a 1962 andante, is from
Murray and is currently Calloway
County attorney
Five new members were also elected
for three-year terms as council
representatives. They are:
Rex E. Alexander, '49, professor of
physical education at Murray State;
Floyd Burdette, '38, teacher, Univer-
sity of Tennessee, Martin, Term.;
Marilyn R. Mitchell, '73, co-owner of
Reed Crushed Stone Co., Lake City; Dr.
William M. Rowlett, '51, Hopkinsville
physician: and Peggy S. Shroat, '62,
Smi thland teacher.
They succeed Jack S. Anderson,
Mayfield, and Dr. Ronald L Babb,
Ronald W. Eteabear, Joe Dick, and MS.
Elizabeth Hart, all of Murray, whelk
terms expire May 31.
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Coffee Cup Chatter
Major pattern companies
are changing their sloper
shades due to the figure
change of the American
woman. The changes include:
lowering the bust dart %",
dropping the shoulder seam
one-sixteenths inch, sidening
the waistline %", lowering the
armseye. The misses patterns
have already been changed.
So, if you buy a new pattern,
be sure and check these areas
to see if you need to make any
alterations. Correct fitting is
so important in home sewing.
— Dean Roper, Courthouse
Mayfield.
The importance of choosing
the right pad or cushion for
carpet is just as important as
choosing the carpet itself. The
carpet pad serves several
important functions. It
prolongs the life of the carpet
and increases the feeling of
resilience underfoot. Minor
irregularities in the floor
surface can be minimized.
Carpet crawing or wrinkles in
a carpet can be prevented
with padding. Two major
advantages of carpet pads are
helping in controlling two of
today's greatest concerns of
society. First in the noise
problem. Padding greatly
increases the sound ab-
sorption and reduces noise
transmission in a room. Much
more than carpet alone.
Second, the pad provides
additional insulation against
heat and cold thus cutting





THRIFTY TIPS: 1. Save large
fabric scrapes, great for
contrasting garment details.
2. Use fabric leftovers by
sewing your own scarf ts, hats
and bags. 3. Cut down on
repair bills - give your sewing
machine more care and cover
it when idle. 4. Save electricity
by turning off the sewing
machine light and iroa
whenever you can. S. Organize
your sewing supplies, you may
save buying things you
already have but can't find. 6.
Buy sewing staples - thread,
zippers, and buttons in
standard colors when they're
on sale. — Judy Hetterman,
Hickman.
Sometimes children turn
their record players on too
loud for adult comfort. Instead
of nagging them about it, try
making a line on the machine
itself and another on the
volunin control knob. Tell
your child that when he turns
on the record player he can
make the two lines match. At
this setting the music will be
loud enough to please the
child. But does not disturb the
rest of the household. — Sue
Frazer, Bardwell.
The metric system of
measurement will simplify
the process of comparative
shopping for the consumer.
Conversation for determining
the unit price of items can be
made by multiplying or
dividing by 10 and its
multiples, instead of by 16, 12,
4 etc. — Mrs. Maxine Griffin,
Clinked.
PHOTOGRAPHY FANS
READ ON — Use empty
plastic wrap box for filing
photographic slides — it's the
perfect size. — Mrs. Juanita
Amonett, Paducah.
QUICK CROUTONS — To
make croutons, first toast
bread, then butter on one side,
cut into squares and put in
plastic bag. Sprinkle Par-
masan cheese, garlic salt, dill
weed and parsley flakes in bag
and shake. Sve time and no
pans to clean. — Patricia
Curtsinger, Benton.
TUESDAY IS
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Golden Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Walker of 1602 Sunset Drive, Murray,
will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday,
March 7, with a reception at the home of their daughter, Mrs.
W. B. McCuiston, 1606 Loch Lomond, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of two and four p.m. The family requests no gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker were married March 6, 1926, in the
Presbyterian Church parsonage in Highland Park, Mich., with
Rev. Ralph Crissznan performing the ceremony.
Mrs. Walker, the former Kathryn Butterworth, is the
daughter of the late Porter and Mary Rowland Butterworth of
Murray. Mr. Walker is the son of the late Dick and Ellen Evans
Walker of New Concord. They are both members of the First
United Methodist Church, Murray.
The couple has one daughter, Mrs. W. B. (Marilyn) Mc-
Cuiston, and four grandchildren, Monty, Mike, Mitzi, and
Roger.
• - • 




New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
HOME PRESERVING
MADE EASY, by Vera
Cervantes. Viking. -
This volume contarns useful
information on every aspect of
preserving, including unusual
as well as standard recipe
ideas.
MINNIE SAN'TANGELO'S
MORTAL SIN, by Anthony
Mancini. Coward, McCann.
Mrs. Santangelo, an Italian
mama, widowed and living in
New York's Little Italy, turns
super-sleuth to solve single-
handedly a series of violent
murders in this fast-paced
suspense novel.
THE LOW-COST MEAT
BOOK, by Nancy Hawkins.
Doubleday.
The authors have gathered
147 recipes for low-cost meat
dishes and a generous sam-
pling of sauces. They also
offer tips on tenderizing and



































PLUMBING, by Max Alth.
Harper & Row.
The information is this book)
will broaden your skills as a
handyman and help you
reduce the cost of home
maintenance.
MO, by Maureen Dean.
Simon & Schuster.
Maureen Dean, daughter of
a former Ziegfeld Follies
beauty and the wife of
Watergate's star witness,
John Dean, tells her story.
THE MOST GLORIOUS
CROWN, by Marvin Drager.
Winchester.
In more than a century, only
nine colts have swept the
Kentucky Derby, the
Preakness Stakes, and the
Belmont Stakes to earn the
Triple Crown. This is the
picture story of the Thorough-








Miss Ramos Dunn, Rt. 1,
Benton, Jimmy Martin, Gen.
Del., Murray, Miss Terri L
Tabers, 7214 Gatesbrough
Cir., Murray, Mrs. Ann
Reynolds, Murray Manor Apt.
No. H-4, Murray, Mrs. Joy J.
Wyatt, Rt. 2, Box 11,
Buchahan, Tn., Mrs. Trews
Anderson, 826 S. 4th., Murray,
W. G. Martin, Rt. 1, Murray,
Mrs. Frances N. Robinson, Rt.
1, Water Valley, George W.
Dunn, Jr., Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Annette Collie, Rt. 5, Benton,
Miss Linda J. Hales, 331 Moss
Dr., Clinton, Mrs. Emma I.
Rogers, Rt. 7, Box 298,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
Burkeen, 111 S. 12th., Murray,
Mrs. Patricia A. Knott, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Karen Jones
and Baby Girl, 1503 Porter
Court, Paris, Term., Mrs.
Nancy C. Final and Baby Boy,
D-4 Fox Meadows Tr. Ct,,
Murray, Mrs. Robbie N.
Brandon, 107 Spruce St,,
Murray, Mrs. Eva Farris,
New Concord, Mrs. Ruby
Biffle, 1107 Vine St., Murray,
Mrs. Hester W. Starast, 501t4
Pine, Murray, Batten P.
Loving, Hales Tr. Ct. No. 70,
Murray, Mrs. (die B. Morris,
740 Nash Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Lillian Lowry, 1315 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Robbie Y.
Brandon, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.





FOR TUESDAY, MARCH!, Mt
Look in the section In which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4141A
This day can be a
"knockout"! If you are looking
for happiness through con-
structive achievement, you can
register a said victory now.
TAURUS
(Apr. 2110 May 21) 64iiit
It may occur to you to try to
imitate another to get results.
But think first. Your own
methods could prove more
advantageous in the long run.
(May 22 to June 21) 11164*-
GEMINI
A day for superior thinking
and acting. Let your innate
spirit of enterprise and laudable
ambitions gukie you in all
things. Make the most of your
very fine talents.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) e(C)
Mixed infhiences. You will
have to plan strategies well if
you are to keep thinp on an
even keel But this you can do!
Forward — with confidence!
(July 24 to Aug. 33) 444A
LEO
Avoid tendencies toward self-
deception. Take off the rose-
colored glasses and sse persons




Aug. 24 to Sept. 22) 111PUIL
You can achieve most in your
own surroundings now —
discussing Ideas and plans with
compatible friends and asso-
dates. Results should be most
worthwhile.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ain
A good day to contact the
opposition and see if you can
work out a satisfactory com-
promise. Be realistic, though,
and don't give too much jut to
get matters off your agenda.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) ntAtic
A fairly productive period,
waiting for: I to inject im-
proved methuds to increase
potential. Use the investigative
approach — but with finesse.
SAGIttartas
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) JlefiliO
Do not try to do too much at
once; enlist assistance where
needed. Make ready for some
new arrangements, maybe a
complete change of plan.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
A great day! You can now
outpoint, outsmart and outdo




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some planetary restrictions
now. If certain negotiations are
pending, try to defer conclusion
fcs. 24 hours, when influences
will be more propitious.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 30) X$'1
P3SCES
Keep an eye on the doings of a
highly unpredictable com-
panion. His (or her) un-
conventional actions could
ultimately involve you — to
your sorrow.
YOU BORN TODA Y are bright
and alert; you quickly ap-
praise; know what you want
when you want it. Few persona,
Including yourself, know your
mind intimately. you seem
contradictory at times, yet are
clear-cut, wisely discrim-
inating, and like to be fair. You
are artistically inclined, have a
retentive memory and a keen
eye for details. You are stub-
born, yet will heed the reasoner
who is respectful; seldom admit
defeat; are a strong opponent,
earnest friend. Birthdate of:
Pope Leo XIII; Samuel
Houston, Amer. Gen.; Sir
Thomas Bodley, diplomat,
scholar; Jennifer Jones and
Deal Amu, Sr., entertainers.
tore to SIMMS teripC






John Robinson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenwood Robinson,
Puryear Route 1, was named
the Puryear School Out-
standing Student of the second
nine week grading period. He
Is a 14-year-old eighth grader.
The outstanding student is
one who shows the most desire
to do his beet in his work and
for the school puts forth the
most effort in his classes, has
the highest academic
achievement possible ac-
cording to his ability and
shows the highest character in
all phases of the school
conununity.
John is president of the Beta
Club, and a member of the
Glee Club and the Boy Scouts.
He is now eligible for the




Baked Apples Sauce Margaret
SAUCE MARGARET
1 cup commercial sour
cream




% cup white rum, 80 proof
Stir together all the in-
gredients. Chill for at least 1
hour before serving to allow
flavors to blend. Makes about
Ph cups. Serve with baked ap-
Pies-
Baps Presided At Cub Stout
Pick No. 46 Meet At Etst School
The Cub Scout Pack No. 46
of East Calloway Elementary
School held its regular
monthly pack meeting on
Thursday, February 12, at the
school.
Assistant Cub Master Frank
Burkeen welcomed the
parents and introduced G. W.
Hayden and Bob Hopkins as
guests. Flag presentation and
pledge were by the Weblos
with George Rehnius as
leader.
A skit titled "Peter and the
Wolf" was presented by Den I
with Carolyn Penick and Coral
Brandon as den mothers. Den
led the group in the Cub
Scout promise with June Curd
and Debbie Kingins as den
mothers.
Den III sang "America"
and "Little Cub Light" with
Mary Barrow and Donna
Henry as den mothers.
At the conclusion of the
meeting Mr. Hayden and Mr.






Kingins, Joe Dale Curd,
Richard Williams, Chris
Satterwhite, Mark Garrison,
Mike Robinson, Tommy Ross.
Des M—Bobcat: James
Barrow, Allen Jones, Tony
Lovett, Chris Evans, Jeffrey





Garrison, Bruce Root, Mike
Garrison, Sam Henry.
Citizen: Allen Miller. Bobcat:





SEARCY, ARK. — Mize
Cathy C. Pigg, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Pigg,
Jr., of Route 1, Box 191 A,
Alm°, was inducted February
18 into Alpha Chi national
college honor scholarship
society at Harding College,
one of 37 students acheiving
membership.
A junior accounting major,
Miss Pigg is a member of
Oege women's social club and
a member of the Big Sister
Program - an organization to
work with younger girls in the
community.
To be eligible for the
society, students must have a
3.70 grade average on 80 to 103
hours of credit, or a 3.50
average on 104 or more hours.
Alpha Chi has 133 active
chapters in 37 states and
Mexico.
The Arkansas Eta chapter
will go to Houston in March for






Whether you have 10 or 200 pounds to lose. The cost? $11 tojoin, $3 weekly thereafter. No contract. Our Murray class
meets every Monday at 7:00 P. M. at the First Methodist






March 2 - 7:00 p. m.
"at Littletons"
Register For Door Prizes-
-Refreshments—
LITT WS
"The Happy Yellow Store"
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Named as February Citizens of the Month by the
Calloway County High School Student Council were
Regina Cook, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cook of
Hazel, and Randy Walker, son of Mrs. Larue Walker of
Murray Route Five. Regina is a member of the Lady
Lakers basketball team, Laker Speech team, Pep Club,
Beta Club, and FBLA Chapter. She is typist on the annual
staff. Randy is a member of the VICA and FRA Chap-
ters, and the Pep Club. He had leading roles in the plays




Annual meeting of Elm
Grove Cemetery Association
will be held at the church at
seven p.m.
Alateen will meet at seven
p.m. at AA Hail.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Kathleen Jones at
church parlor at 7:15 p.m. and
Lottie Moon with Mrs. Glenn
Wooden at 7: 30 p.m.
Bethany Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
will meet at six p.m.- in
Fellowship Hall.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet with Mrs. James
Parker, Lynn Grove Road, at
7:30p.m.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at
the Calloway County Public
Library at seven p.m.
Esther Sunday School Class
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Adeline Wilson at seven p. m.
Tuesday, March 2
The 1CSALPN, District 17,
will meet at Westview Nursing
Home at seven p. m_ Members
are urged to attend.
St. John's Episcopal Church
will sponsor a folk mass and
pancake supper at the church.
Charge will be 75 cents for
children, $1.25 for adults, and
$3.00 per family with proceeds


















Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Guthrie Chur-
chill at two p.m.
Murray Alumnae Chapter of
Sigma Alpha Iota will meet at
the home of Mrs. Eugene
Berrill at seven p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Edgar Shirley and
Dororthy with Mrs. Durwood
Beatty, both at ten a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at
Lutheran Church.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7: 30 p.m. at the club house.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
lunch at noon, band practice
at 12:45 p.m., and square
dance lessons at 2:15 p.m.
Quilting ladies will teach
lesson at Robertson School at
10:30 a.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens Arts
and Crafts Group will meet at
the Dexter Community Center
at 9:30 a.m.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
one p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Lee-Cala Lassiter Circle of
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Churhc will meet
with Phyllis Roberts at seven
p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.
Sixth annual Murray State
University Mardi Gras Fiesta
will be at the Waterfield
Student Union Building from
seven to ten p.m.
Tuesday, March 2
Calloway County Council on
Drug Education will meet at
seven p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets.
East Elementary FTC will
have open house and program
at the school at seven p.m.
Wednesday, March 3
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at 1:30 p. m. at
the Ellis Community Center.
Women of Oaks Country
Club will play bridge at 9:30 a.
m. Call Mrs. Allen Rose, 733-
3890, for reservations.
It's a good idea to get in the habit of 3
filling out the check gab before you
write each check. If you forget lode 3
this, you can't be sure of your balan-
Member FDIC
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR READERS: Last week I published the results of
my reader survey on what men first noticed about women.
(Bosoms were out in front by a wide margin.)
Here are the results of what women notice first about
men:
A whopping 58 per cent of the women who responded
said, "His physique!" But nearly every female who wrote
that it is the first thing she NOTICES about a man also
wrote that it was certainly not the most IMPORTANT.
One Beverly Hills reader who described herself as a
"29-year-old liberated working woman," wrote: "I polled
the opinions of the women with whom I work and came up
with the consensus that it's wise to avoid the body
beautiful-type man because men with great bodies and
bulging muscles are usually conceited, dull or bisexual."
On men's physiques: More than 50 per cent of the women
wrote that they prefer to have their men at least as tall as
they are. A 6-foot Syracuse woman, signed "Amorous
Amazon," wrote: "Give me a little guy. They overcompen-
sate in ways that more than make up for their size!"
An Indianapolis woman wrote: "I notice how a man is
built first. The thin ones are usually penny-pinchers. Fat
men are more generous, and better dancers, and they don't
object to a gal who's a little on the heavy side herself."
A Las Vegas, Nev., woman wrote, "Now that men are
wearing their clothing more form-fitting, they can't hide a
beer belly or a flabby fanny as they used to." (From South
Dakota: "I'm big, and I like the convenience of being able
to wear my guy's clothes.")
Second to a man's physique (and a dose second at that)
came "grooming," with emphasis on the hair. Oddly
enough, the women said they care less about whether or not
a man has hair than what he does with what he has.
More San Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego women
wrote that they are turned on by men with FACIAL hair "if
it's neat and well cared for." From Seattle: "I like my men
bald—and the balder the better!" There were any number of
women who stated that they see nothing wrong with men
who "touch up" their beds and wear hair pieces if it looks
"natural." .
The 23 per cent of the women who rated grooming No. I
got right down to the nitty gritty: Mid-western women
noticed fingernails, taste in clothes and general cleanliness.
From every state came the comment that the men who
"look" well-groomed have to "smell" clean, too. (From
Tulsa, "Spare me from the man who reeks of perfume! I'd
rather have the honest odor of perspiration.")
Immediately following physique, grooming and attire in
arise aL4sinals,(euoiler popularity were "the eyes." From
every state in the U.S.A., and from Canada and abroad
(including Belfast, Ireland and Rome, Italy, as well as Rio
De Janeiro) came mail saying. "The eyes tell everything,"
or, "The eyes are the windows of the soul!"
From Eugene, Ore.: "Our women's club took a vote, and
20 out of 24 voted that a man's eyes are the first thing we
notice about a man. You can tell more about a man's
character from his eyes than from anything else. His mouth
can lie, but his eyes can't."
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A.. Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Down Concord Way- - -.
Writer Praises The Young People Of Area
By Estelle Spicelaed
February 17, WM
For a change from
lawlessness and crime of
Young people, I have, from the
secluded sidelines here, been
observing a different calibre
of boys and girls in different






Baby Boy Marshall ( mother
Shelia K.), Rt. 6, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Urbena M. Koenen,
1624 Sunset Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Deborah W. Story and Baby
Boy, 101 College Cts., Murray,
J. E. Dick, 300 S. 15th.,
Murray, Mrs. Rubye M.
Humphries, 1631 Hamilton,
Murray, Mrs. Marie
Vereycken, Rt. 5, Box 2289,
Murray, P. Truman Stalls,
RI 2, Hazel, Mrs. Annie M.
Stalls, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Sanova B. Dodd, Rt. 4,
Murray, Hester C. Charlton,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Clarence A.
Townsend, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Earnest W. Phillips ( expired),
Rt. 5, Murray.
signs of moral decay so
evident on television
programs, I take the op-
timistic view that there may
still be enough conscientious,
dedicated, determined, young
citizens to preserve our
naiton.
For example, 20 year old
Kim Puckett, a junior in
college, stopped by to try to
rent burley tobacco pondage
and was planning on a big
bean crop. He loved farming
but already other young men,
Danny Pittman and Grundy
Falwell, had been here first.
It is a healthy ° sign when
agriculture interests our
young people.
They work early and late at
other jobs, too, in offices,
stores, filling stations, various
shops, and drive trucks or
take other responsible
positions.
More important many serve
in their churches.
Rather unusual last Sunday
at Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
near the Red Country Music
Barn, it was noted that Floyd
McClure was Sunday School
superintendent, and one son,
Gary, was pianist, while
another son, Tony, led the
singing.
At Good Shepherd United
Methodist, four generations of
Kingins are sometimes in the
same pew. At other churches,
it may be the same.
Proverbs 22:6 says, "Train
up a child in the way he should
go, and when he is old, he will
not depart from it."
The Colonial House
Smorgasbord served wedding
anniversary dinner to several
couples one February Sunday.
They were Mr. and Mrs. Dory
Lovins, Mr. and Mrs. Rainey
Lovins, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Smith, and Mr. and Mn,
Porter Holland, and guests,
Otis Lovins, the J. D.
McClures, the Bernice
Wiseharts, Mrs. Mary
Wisehart, and the Thomas
Franklins.
Then several Calloway
Countians attended the tractor
pulling contest in Louisville in
February.
We are mindful of the many
who are sick and in sorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Dane
McClure, though in their 80s,
are counting their blessings
back at their own country
home after weeks of illness.
Maybe spirits will revive
now that signs of spring are
appearing. A few jonquils are
in bloom.
Country people do ap-
predate the Magistrate, Gil
Hopson, having gravel put on
their roads wherever needed.
Maybe the best sign of
spring is in our hearts when,
after discouragements, we
can trust R011118119 8: 28, "All
things work together for good
to them that love God."
A ring is forever and we make
up these beautiful, versatile
rings special for the girl in
your life. For Mother or
Grandmother, colorful birth-
stones represent each child's
birth month. For the pre-teen
or teenager, her birthstone













FM/AM Personal Size Radio
Plays on Batteries or AC
Slim, textured case, styled for
easy carrying . . and engineered
for top performance on FM and




• Switches from DC (battery) to AC
when plugged into outtet. • 3- dy-
mimic weaker. • Slide rule vernier
tuning • Built-in AFC on FM •
H ig h .mPaCt dlolystyr•n• arse •
-Stitched amigo 
handl. • cord nor
age cor•Ontment. • Operates on 4









BUT AT DISCOUNT PRICES PLUS




Model 73734( lighted dial Snooz-iklane by General Electric.
When darkness falls, the dial lights tip. When alarm rings in
morning, tap the button on top and take an extra snooze for
about ten minutes...then snooze again...and again. Com-
pact easy read design.
SCALLOP
2150
• Decorative scalloped border trim
• large, easy to read dial
• Low. low price
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By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT — Floor action on bills
picked up last week and the final three
weeks are going to be hectic ones if both
ebouses of the legislature even try to
consider 25 per cent of the bills in-
4troduced.
.• As of last Wednesday, the House had
passed 94 bills and the Senate had
passed 59.
)1... But only 15 bills had been passed by
'•Poth houses. The governor had signed
• and nine more were waiting his
jiignature. Normally about 400 bills are
Jiassed a session, but this record may
jail this year since it seems almost
Irnposssible for both branches to wade
Ihrough more than 300 bills to final
ksisassage in the remaining three weeks.
ts's As of last Wednesday 307 bills had
Oeen introduced in the Senate and 700 in'e House. This is a total of 1,007 bills
probably will reach 1,200 before
g deadline comes March 10. No bills
e filed the last 10 days of the session.
As of last Wednesday the Legislative
arch Commission (LRC) had
ived and drafted 1,708 bills for
islators this session, but this doesn't
ean they all will be introduced. If they
uld before the deadline, it would be a
rd, but the legislature couldn't
ibly consider all of them in corn-
ttee before the session ends.
The number of bills passed to date
Mouldn't be the standard by which the
refork of the legislature is considered.e 14 standing committees in both
tittgiuses are now jammed with bills they
sieltlave been working on since the session
darted.
' Many of these will never reach the
r for a vote for they simply are not
ood bills. The committees kill them.
This is where much of the work is
sauPposed to be done. There just isn't
y sensible reason why a whole flood
bills should go to the floor to occupy
legislators' time and then be killed
a vote. There just isn't that much
in the allotted 60 days prescribed
Kentucky's Constitution.
usiness Mirror
EA New Market Game: [MARTIN
Crath The Dow 1,000
A great many of these bills are
duplicates, the same subject matter
introduced in the House and Senate.
These are known as duplicate bills. The
sponsor of the measure gets a friend in
the other branch to introduce the bill for
him. The hope is that at least one of
them will attain final passage.
Then, there are a large number of
bills relating to the same subject
matter. Many times the committee will
come up with a committee substitute
containing the best features of two or
more bills dealing with the same
subject matter. This lessens the
number of bills that reach the floor for
action.
The standard by which the legislature
should be judged is the quality of the
legislation to reach final approval and
not the number of bills that reach the
floor for a vote. A great amount of the
time of the legislators is spent in
committee sifting through the bills and
weeding out bad proposals.
The real meat of the legislation that
goes through the process is the
governor's budget and the legislation
that implements it. The governor's
program, as it is called, is where the
important bills are to be found. Many
bills are called "housekeeping" bills.
These are ones that are required to
update present law or to implement
federal legislation.
The Equal Rights Amendment that
the legislature has been hassling over is
one in the latter category. In a special
session in 1972, the Kentucky
Legislature passed a resolution ap-
proving this federal amendment. Now
there are many women who want this
rescinded. Even though it's doubtful
that such action is constitutional, it's a
hot political issue with the legislature
and their re-election in some areas may
depend upon what they do this session
on it.
The governor's budget bill probably
will clear both houses this week, and
then the tempo of floor action really will
pickup.
This Week At MSU
March 1-3
The following people will have
exhibits on display in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts Center:
Frances Cooper, Owensboro; Gary
Marton, Murray; Sarah Delacey
Adams, Murray; and Thomas M.
Chamblin, Belleville, Ill.
A professional art show will be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, and will include
works by: Cecy Rose, and Paul
Cramer, Rhode Island School of
Design; Byron Temple and students
from Pratt Art School, New York; and
Tom Walsh and students from Southern
Illinois University.
March 1-31
The University Library exhibit for
the month of March depicts the theme
"The Wearing of The Green." It
features books and materials on
Ireland, the Irish people and Irish-
Americans.
. By JOHN CUNNIFF
.45 AP Business Analyst
. I NEW YORK (AP) — The stock
ket tension continues, and if it lasts
uch longer, some enterprising
ucer of games might soon come out
Irith a big seller called "Crack The Dow
nd."
Week after week this year the Dow
ones Industrial Average has been
talizingly close to 1,000 points. Last
rsday it was within four points —
then it took a dive.
There is magic about that level on the
DJIA
' 
make no mistake. It is indeed a
:II 
.... i barrier. It is intimidating. It is only a
17,-;tumber, God knows, but to many
,pe
umbe
it seems to be either the wall of
I
Iteaven or Valhalla
..: Seven times since 1966 this average
-has headed toward the barrier, but only
Lin late 1972 did it push through and4emain there for at least a day. Withinss _ jtreelts it was far below that level again.
0. - .fin • The stock market is suspicious,
1. iietwotic, guilt-ridden. Myths become
S.. .
t:fealities because they are so totally
relieved in. And one of those
t --Manufactured realities is the 
. 
1,000-
Lioint barrier.As the average heads toward that
foyerigure portfolio managers become.: ..: auspicious of the intentions of other
jsartfolio managers. They fear the• s
thers will dump massively, and leave
stranded with deflated stocks.
When, after vacillating and, as they
y, backing and filling and con-
lidating, the market finally does
netrate through the barrier, many
vestors become unnerved. It's too
h. they say; it has to fall.
Quite often you will hear the market
'bed in terms of the tide, but it is
the tide. The direction and force of
wind and the position of the moon
ictate the height of the tide. It is
jet-able.
The forces that move the stock
market, however, are too various to
even count. The marketplace is mass
psychology. It is hauled and pushed by
so many forces that to forecast its
direction is to play a game.
One of the big factors in the game this
week is interest rates. After DJIA
average reached 996 last week it went
into reverse. Seeking the most likely
explanation, the analysts decided on
the interest rate threat.
If interest rates rise, it was theorized,
the stock market will inevitably be
hurt. High interest draws investors into
the bond markets. High interest cuts
into corporate profits.
The fact is that interest rates are
very low compared with a year ago. But
the threat is as important as the ac-
tuality. Traders took their profits, and
so proved that a threat is as potent as
the actuality.
Another question that analysts of
various persuasions are asking this
week is whether the economy justifies a
market this high. That consideration is
inevitable whenever the DJIA comes
close to 1,000 points.
While the market and its averages
are determined by a psychological
process that few people really un-
derstand, there does seem to exist
feeling that the economy finally is in




The President is trying to reconcile
the differences around him — and if he
can work it out in his own family, he'll
try it on the Republican party. He in-
tends to tell it like it is as soon as he
finds out what it was
AMEMI
The Murray Ledger & Times
This Murray lodger 4 Times is
published *very afternoon except Sun-
days July 4, Christmas Day New Yews
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers In(. 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 4207
SUBSCIIIIKTOON RATES In areas served
by carriers 32 25 per month payable in
advance ay moil in Co:Seaway County
and to Penton. Hardin. Mayfield Setio/la
and Farmington, Ky , and Paris.
Buchanan and Puryear, Term. 513.00
pot' year by moil to °thaw destinations.
530 00 per year
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March 2
West Kentucky Barrow Show and
Carcass Contest, sponsored by the
Agriculture Department, will be held at
8 a.m., in the A. Carman Livestock
Pavilion.
Project Update Staff Improving
Professional Performance Conference
is scheduled in the Winslow Cafeteria
Training Room, at 6:30 p.m.
"Treasure of East Africa," an
Audubon Wildlife Film, will be
presented by Bower E. Rudrud at 7
p.m., in University School Auditorium.
Admission is free and the public is
invited.
Annual Mardi-Gras Fiesta, spon-
sored by Department of Foreign
Languages, will be held in the Student
Union Ballroom, from 7 to 9 p.m.
Musicale, sponsored by Sigma Alpha
Iota, will be presented at 8:15 p.m.
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center.
March 24
Annual intramural basketbil
tournament will be held in North and
South gyms, Carr Health Building.
Admission by student ID card.
March 3
The Student Activities Board will
sponsor two movies in Lovett
Auditorium. "Little Big Men" will
begin at 6 p.m., and "The Three
Musketeers" will begin at 9 p.m.
Admission is 50 cents for one or both
movies.
March 4-5
Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament is scheduled In
the Sports Arena at 7 and 8:45 p.m.
Admission is $2 adults, and $1 Students.
If final games are necessary after
Friday night, play will start at 7 p.m.,
Saturday.
March 5-17
The following people will have
exhibits on display in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts Center: Mary
C. Ransdell, Louisville; Deborah K.
Moore, Owensboro; Sandy Wagner,
Louisville; and Jim Clouse, Corbin.
March 5-31
Professional show of wood carvings
and bronze castings by Steve Greddis,
visiting artist sponsored by the Ken-
tucky Arts Commission, will be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center.
On display in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center, will be an art
show by five different women from
across the United States: Anna Pavlik,
Minnesota; Nancy Aiken, Indiana;
Janet Blakefield, Kentucky and a
Murray State graduate; Maureen
Cribbs, Illinois, and Margaret Mister,
New Hampshire.
A prpfessional show in drawing and
painting by EWe Samuelson, assistant
professor, Department of Art, will be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center.
March 6
Regional High School Choral Festival
is scheduled from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
Region I Tournament for high school
and junior high students in debate and
discussion will be held from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. in University School Auditorium.
Music,scholarship auditions for high
school students, sponsored by Sigma
Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha music
fraternities will be held at 9 a.m.,
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center.
Analogies Test for graduate
S" -students will be given in the Student
Union Ballroom at 8: 30 a.m.
March 7
The following recitals will be
presented in the Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center: Susan Smith, Anna,
Illinois, 2 p.m.; and Steven Farants,
Henderson, 3:30 p.m.
Waylon Jennings, Jessi Colter and
Tampall,- will present a concert at 8
p.m., in the Sports Arena. Admission is
$4 for-students, and $6 for all others.
HEARTL1NE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies wW be printed
In this column.
Heartline: I am a resident of Canada
and receive monthly United States
Social Security retirement benefits. I
never received the $50 special payment
that all Social Security beneficiaries
were supposed to get this past summer.
Has there been a delay in some cases'
— J. S. T.
Answer: You will not receive the $50
payment because it would only be paid
to beneficiaries who Used in one of the
50 states of the United States, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, American
Samoa and Guam.
Heartline: As a member of the
clergy, I would like to know if I am
covered under Social Security? —B. W.
Answer: As a member of the clergy,
the earnings you have from the
ministry are covered by Social Security
unless you receive an exemption from
the Internal Revenue Service. You can
be exempted only if you are opposed,
because of conscience or religious
principle, to receiving Social Security
benefits based on your services as a
member of the clergy.
Heartline: I have been separated
from my husband for several years and
have just learned that he retired and is
receiving monthly Social Security
checks. A neighbor told me that I could
not receive benefits as his wife, even
though I am age 63, since I am neither
living with him nor dependent on him.
Is this true? —R. R.
Answer: No, it is not true. A wife that
Is separated from her husband is en-
titled to the same monthly benefits as a
wife who lives with her husband.
Heartline: For the last 10 years, I've
operated a small business out of my
home. My earnings have been pretty
small, but I've paid Social Security on
them every year. Now I'm too ill to
even operate the bu.siness. How much
would I be eligible for in disability
benefits?
Answer: Assuming you meet all of
the law's requirements for disability
benefits, the monthly rate would be at
least $101.40, since that is the minimum
monthly disability benefit payable. The
actual amount you receive would
depend on your average earnings under
Social Security.
Heartline: I have heard about your
"Guide to Medicare." Can you tell me a
little bit about this? — E. H.
Answer: Heartline's "Guide to
Medicare" is a very easy to understand
explanation of the entire Medicare
program. This booklet is written in a
question and answer form. In addition
to facts on the Medicare program,
Heartline has included a section
showing some of the problem areas of
the Medicare program. You can obtain
this booklet by sending $1.50 to Hear-
Uine's "Guide to Medicare," 8514 N.
Main Street, Dayton, Ohio 45415. This
book is completely guaranteed and if
you are not satisified you may return it
within 30 days for a full refund. Please
allow 30 days for delivery.
For a personal reply to your





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE ANTI-FAMILY CAMPAIGN
The institution of the family is
threatened in many ways in our time.
This is very disturbing, for the family is
the key unit of the life of our country
and civilization. In the family, children
learn the values by which they live and
the nation endures.
Today, more than ever, Americans
need to bear in mind that childraising is
the responsibility of the family, not of
Society in general.
When legislators and social com-
mentators talk about a "role for
Society" in raising children, thoughtful
citizens should be alert. It is in
totalitarian societies that one finds the
doctrine that the child is the care of the
state. In America, it is very important
that authority not be wrested from
parents.
Mrs. Susan Marshner, former
education director of the Heritage
Foundation, recently commented on
the danger of federal interference in
childraising. In a research paper
prepared for the United States
Industrial Council Educational
Foundation, Mrs. Marshner observed:
"This pre-school involvement of
Society in the parent-child relationship
is in its formative stages now. So-called
Child and Family Services legislation,
pending before Congress, has received
wide support. Many programs are
already in operation, stragglers left
over from the war on poverty. A very
active propaganda campaign is un-
derway to sell the idea to the nation.
This campaign has two fronts: the
home front and the political front."
Mrs. Marshner added:
"The home front is fought with
propaganda: women's lib and lib-type
persuasions that it's demeaning to
raise children, and also impoverishing,
stultifying, unrewarding, and un-
worthy; utopian arguments that it's
better for children to have the ad-
vantages of communal upbringing and
professional rearing, to be free from
their parents' inadequacies, problems,
prejudices, .asid ignorance, and
emotions.
"The political front generates
economic misapprehensions that
proverty can be eliminated if the un-
planned and presumably unwanted kids
of the poor are simply turned over to
Uncle Sam so their obviously unhappy
mothers can fly to.the open arms of the
labor market, leaving the children to be
HARFUGAN
systematically improved so they will
not be poverty cases themselves. That
argument ignores so many facts about
human nature and about poverty in
America that it barely deserves a
response."
The supporters of federal in-
volvement in child development must
know that they have to act quickly in
order to get their programs enacted
into law. After all, federal involvement
in other phases of education has
resulted in widespread public anger
and resentment.
The history of federal social ex-
perimentation in the public schools is a
chronicle of strife and failure. The
decrees aimed at forced busing have
produced explosive situations
profoundly hurtful to human relations.
Efforts to impose federal rules in
faculty selection at the college level and
curriculum development for public
schools has made many Americans
aware of the threat of near-totalitarian
bureaucratic power.
Mrs. Marshner noted that "For all
the outrages against parental super-
vision of education, parents must pay.
it is a bitter irony.
In considering federal "child and
family services" legislation, Congress
should bear in mind that Society, in the
guise of federal laws, can produce the
educational impotence of parents. The
moral standards of parents can be
downgraded or nullified by federal
interference.
The need today is for public policy in
support of parents, not laws that erode
the authority of parents.
Bible Thought
. . . Think not with thyself that
thou shalt escape in the king's house,
more than all the Jews. Esther 4:13.
Esther was called upon to work
for the furthering of God's purpose
There are times we must be bold
for God.
Isn't It The Truth
A bride chokes at her wedding and
the bridegroom gulps. Her father grins.
His father winks. Her mother cries and
his mother tilts her nose and sniffs.




Dr. Ray Mofield has been named
chairman of the Purchase Area
Economic Opportunity Council for the
Counties of Calloway, Marshall,
Graves, and McCracken.
The Kentucky State Chapter of the
Future Business Leaders of America
has named the annual scholarship the
Eugene Smith FBLA Scholarship in
memory of this outstanding work and
guidance in FBLA. He was a professor
at Murray State.
The road from Highway 121 at
Coldwater to Salem Baptist Church will
be paved, according to Representative
Charlie Lassiter.
Top averages in bowling in the
Thursday Couples League went to
Vernon Riley, Paul Ragsdale, T. C.
Hargrove, Bob Wade, and Delmer
Brewer, men, Betty Riley, Joye
Rowland, Burlene Brewer, Joan
Woods, and Eva Jones, women
20 Years Ago
Over $1,100 in cash and other
donations were received by the Murray
Hospital during the month of February,
according to the report released today
by the hospital administrator, Karl
Warming.
Brewers beat Hazel and Kirkaey beat
Murray Training in games in the
second night of the Fourth District
Basketball Tournament at the MSC
Sports Arena. Wilkins got 29 for
Brewers, Cochran 25 for Hazel, Darnell
42 for Kirksey and Barnett 28 for
Murray Training.
Births reported include a girl, Sheila
Carol, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mason
McCuiston on February 19.
Ward-Elkins has a double page ad to
celebrate their second anniversary in
business in Murray.
Potatoes are advertised at $1.59 for a
fifty pound bag in the Kroger ad.
Let's Stay Well
Don't let the "brown bag
blues" get you
As the prices of fonds have in-
creased. more people prepare
their lunches at home and carry
them to work or on outings.
When unnefraterated for several
hours. some fonds can be the
source of food poisoning, an
rwss. that can be distressing and
disabling.
As more and more people
brown bag it, the greater the po-
tential is for food poisoning,-
says Ralph Johnston. chief of the
microbiology staff for the US
Department of Agriculture's
Meal and Poultry Inspection
Program
Food poisoning is charac-
terized by names vomiting, ab-
dontinal cramps. lever. gener-
alised aching. heal ache, and
diarrhea The symptoms appear
Food Poisoning
By FJ.L Rlasing,ame. M.D
a few hours after eating the con-
taminated foods and may persist
for several days. often requiring
five to seven days for the in-
testinal tract to heal and return
to normal.
The more likely foods to raise
trouble are mayonnaise. potato
salad, and meats or meat salads
especially when the latter are
leftovers from earlier meals.
The troublesome foods allow the
bacteria, usually present in
foods. to iricrease rapidly in
number at room temperature
and especially if the foods are
left in warm places or outdoors
Two or three hours is usually
sufficient to permit enough bac-
terial growth to make the food
potentially upeetting.
To prevent such bacterial
growth, keep foods hot or cold in
mutated containers Ingredients
used for preparing lunches
stiould be fresh. See that your
hands are clean as well as the
containers to be used Select
fords which do not perish easily.
such as peanut butter and jelly.
dnal sausage. cheese, and hard-
boiled eggs. Until lunchtime.
keep your brown bag in a
refrigerator if one is available
Q. Mr M L. about SO years old.
oornplains that he has had in-
creasing difficulty keeping his
balance when walking in the
dark and wants comment and
suggestions for help.
A Your complaint is known as
ataxia. a lack of muscular coor-
dination The symptoms are
often aslocialed with an impair-
ment of the sensory nerve supply
corning in from the lower hmtis
It is important that you see a
BI.ASINGAME 1
physician promptly to determine
the cause of this impairment
After the diagnosis of the cause,
appropriate treatment can he
presecribed
Q: Mr. R.W asks the amount of
money Amencans spend for
drugs used as medication.
A The Latest figures (for 19751,
which I read recently in the
Journal of the American Medi-
cal Association, were slightly
over 15 billion for prescription
drugs and S35 billion for non-
prescription drugs.
It is arresting to note that
products which contain drugs
showed expenditures 11970
figures) as follows alcohol, $157
blIlion t &iamb !nicotine, etc.). SO

















































































































































qualified Western for a berth
in the NCAA's Mideast
Regional.
But the tournament, added
for the first time this year,
means that Western must
duplicate its triumph in the
tournament, which opens
tonight at four sites.
In those games, Western
hosts last-place East
Tennessee, Austin Peay hosts
seventh-place Murray, third-
place Morehead entertains
sixth place Eastern Kentucky
and fourth-place Tennessee
Tech is at home against fifth-
place Middle Tennessee.
Morehead and Tennessee
Tech tied for third place in the
league while Middle Ten-
nessee and Eastern Kentucky
tied for fifth. But Morehead
was awarded third place, for
pairing purposes, and Middle
Tennessee fifth because both
showed victories over Western
Kentucky.
Western Kentucky does
have the home court ad-
vantage for all its tournament
games, but that advantage
was not a byproduct of its win
over Austin Peay. The
Hilltoppers earned a home
court advantage for tonight's
game when the team clinched
a first division finish. The four
first-round winners 'will
Collide in the semifinals and
finals Friday and Saturday at
Bowling Green because the
league decided that E.A.
Diddle Arena at Western
Kentucky was best suited for
the playoffs.
Whether or not that facility
helps Western in the playoffs,
It was definite boon to the
Hilitoppers Saturday against
Austin Peay. With 13,700
screaming fans on hand, the
Toppers used Wilson James'
tipin with two seconds left to
overcome the Governors.
In other OVC games on the




Murray 86-78 and East Ten-
nessee surprised Eastern
Kentucky 75-64.
Austin Peay had overcome
an early 14-point Western
lead, finally going ahead for
the last time at 75-74 when
Charlie Fishback hit a pair of
free throws with seven
seconds left.
James led Western with 28
points while Otis Howard
contributed 24 for Austin
Peay.
Frank Jones scored 22
points in a game that saw 20
lead changes before Ten-
nessee Tech took command
against Morehead with 15
minutes left. Morehead was
led by Ted Hundley's 28
points.
Tim Sisneros scored 23
points and pulled down 18
rebounds for Middle Ten-
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mune, which charged to an
early lead and then weathered
a Murray rally. Zack
Blasingazne led the losers with
21 points.
Bob Brown's 21 points
allowed East Tennessee to end
a miserable season on a high
note, as the Buccaneers
rallied from a halftime deficit
to overtake Eastern Kentucky
In the final two ininutes of
play. Steve Horne hit four
dutch free throws to seal the
issue.
Carl Brown had 24 points for
Eastern Kentucky.
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Hilltoppers Wrap Up Regular OVC Crown
By The Associated Press
Western Kentucky has won
the Ohio Valley Conference's
regular season basketball
championship, but the
Hilltoppers must win the
league's post-season tour-
nament in order to gain a
berth in the NCAA Tour-
nament.
In past years, Western
Kentucky's 76-75 over Austin
Peay — which gave the
Hilltoppers an 11-3 final OVC
mark to Austin Peay's 10-4 —
would have automatically
( MURRAY LEDGER Go TIMES )
Issel Scores 35 Points
As Nuggets Rip Colonels
By The Associated Press
Dan Issel still likes it in
Kentucky.
Issel, an All-American for
the University of Kentucky
and an American Basketball
Association all-star for the
Kentucky Colonels, scored 35
points Sunday night to lead his
new team, the Denver
Rockets, past the Colonels 112-
111.
The big guy has been just
super for us lately," said
Denver Coach Larry Brown of
the 6-foot-9, 240 pound Issel,
who starred for the Colonels
for five seasons before moving
to Denver this year. "And the
last two times here, he has
been just super."
Lsael's 35-point effort comes
on the heels of a 37-point
outburst in Denver's last visit.
Sunday's victory was only the
second in 28 visits by the
Denver franchise to Ken-
tucky.
The triumph kept first-place
Denver six games ahead of the
New York Nets, who defeated
Indiana 130-118 Sunday. In the
other ABA game, the Spirits of
St. Louis edged Virginia 113-
109 in overtime.
Denver spotted Kentucky a
19-point first quarter edge but
went ahead for good late in the
third period on a three-point
play by Issel. Denver led 108-
97 but was outscored 11-2 as
the Colonels pulled to within







But two free throws by Issel
turned hack the Kentucky
surge and gave the Nuggets
enough of a margin to
withstand Louie Dampier's
three point goal at the buzzer.
Ralph Simpson added 25
points and David Thompson 23
for Denver. Maurice Lucas
was high man for Kentucky
with 31.
Nets 130, Pacers 118
Julius Erving scored 36
points and gabbed nine
rebounds to lead the Nets to
their 11th victory over Indiana
in 12 meetings this season.
Erving scored 11 points in
the second period as the Nets
turned a three-point deficit
into a 66-58 halftime ad-
vantage. They led by as many
as 20 points in the third
q-arter and coasted to the
finish.
Spirits 113, Squires lee, OT
St. Louis built a 90-73 lead,
squandered it as Virginia went
on a 19-2 spurt, then rallied to
win in overtime and move
within two games of Indiana in
the race for the fifth and final
berth in the ABA playoffs.
Marvin Barnes scored 34
points for the Spirits and
Moses Malone added 26 points
and 16 rebounds. Rookie Ticky
Burden led Virginia with 26
points.
New Head Coach
AMES, Iowa ( AP) — Lynn
Nance, former Kentucky
assistant named head
basketball coach at Iowa
&ate, says the biggest job
facing him is recruiting.
"How quickly we turn the
program around will depend
largely on how good a
reruiting year we have and the
kind of assistants I am able to
hire," said Nance, who ac-
cepted the Iowa State job
Saturday.
"A program that is down is
its own selling point," he
added. "There are enough
pluses at Iowa State that we
should be able to work with to
sign top-quality Players."
Nance, 33, replaces Ken
Trickey, who resigned Jan. 22.
Iowa State, which has been
run by assistant coaches since
Trickey's resignation, is 2-23
this season and in last place In
the Big Eight Conference.
AUTO RACING
ROCKINGHAM, N.C. —
Richard Petty, barely missing
a eight-car pile up, easily won
the Carolina 500 stock car
en Ewan. Nee as. owe _A race, finishing two laps ahead
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Chatham Sets Record
In Long Jump Event
Breaking school records is
getting to be nothing but
routine for Patrnore Chatham.
Chatham, a junior field
event expert from Antigua, set
another Murray State record
over the weekend as the
Racers took third place in an
indoor quadrangular held at
Purdue University.
Host Purdue won the meet
with 69 points while Illinois
State was second with 391/2 and
Murray State was third with
291/2. Ball State had 24 points
and trailed the pack.
Chatham had set a new
school record a weekend ago
when he went 23-91/2 at the
OVC Indoor Championships in
the long jump event. But at
Purdue, he easily surpassed
his record as he soared 24-1
and took second place, three
inches behind Harold Vaughn
of Purdue.
"He has a lot of natural
ability," Racer track Coach
Bill Cornell said.
"If he would work and do
what is required in the
training sessions, his potential
would be unlimited," Cornell
added.
Murray had two other wins
in the meet.
As usual, senior sprint star
Cuthbert Jacobs won the 440-
yard dash without any trouble
as he was clocked in 48.4.
The other first place per-
formance came in the Racers'
strongest event, the two-mile
ru
Three members of the squad
all had personal bests in the
event. Sophomore English-
man Brian Rutter easily won
with an 8:59 while freshman
Englishman Ralph Cheek was
third in 9:07. Bob Arnet was
fourth in 9:09.1.
Murray State had three
more second-place efforts.
Little Joe Patrick was second
in the 60-yard dash in 6.3 while
Lester Flax was second in the
600-yard dash with a 1:12.3
while in the triple jump,
Chatham was second with a
Snead, Nicklaus Share




— It looks like a replay.
"I think we're lost in a time




appears to be a duplicate of
the first one.
J.C. Snead and Jack
Nicklaus are fighting for the
title — just as they did in 1974.
There's been rain, storms and
muggy heat — just as there
was in 1974. And, just as in
1974, the championship of the
touring players is ending a
day Life.
But there are differences. In
Atlanta in 1974, the rangy
Snead ranked among the
game's long hitters. Now,
suddenly, mysteriously, he's
lost 40 yards off the tee.
"I don't know what the
trouble is," he said, a puzzled













But I'm hitting my irons
the best of my life. If I can just
get it someplace that I can put
some iron on it, I'll be okay."
He hit irons six feet or closer
to the cup on six holes Sunday
on his way to a 68 that gave
him a share of the top spot
with Nicklaus at 204, 12 under
par on the 7,128-yard
Inverrary Country Club
course, a layout still partially
flooded from the rains and
storms that washed out
Saturday's play.
Nicklaus, who beat Snead in
that 1974 showdown for the
title in this ambitious event,
pulled his game together just
at the close of Sunday's action
and salvaged a 68 with some
brilliant putting.
"I wasn't as sharp as I could
be," admitted NickLsus, who
has had his problems in late
rounds this season, "but
somehow I managed to get it
in the hole when I needed to."
His 20-foot birdie putt on the
17th gave him a share of the
top spot, just one stroke in
front of a couple of tour
newcomers, Roger Maltbie
and Mark Hayes, tied at 205.
Maltbie, the 1975 rookie of the
year, shot a blistering, seven-
under-par 65 and the 26-year-
old Hayes had a 67.
British Open champion Tom
Watson was at 207 after a 70.
Don January, the 46-year-old
veteran who led at the end of
two rounds, slipped to a 73 and
a tie at 208 with Hale Irwin.
Irwin shot a 70 despite a
double bogey.
Lee Trevino had a 68-210.
Arnold Palmer shot 68-213,






The Racer mile-relay team
finished in third with a 3:19.4.
Fourth-place efforts in-
cluded a tie for fourth in the
high jump with the Racers'
Carl Heissler going 6-6, Dennis
Mabbitt taking fourth in the
1,000-yard run with a 2:13.9,
Patrick fourth in the 300-yard
dash with a personal best of
31.9 and Martyn Brewer
fourth in the mile with a
4:13.6.
Rutter would have placed in
the mile but was tripped
coming out of the first curve
and hit the deck.
"As a whole, I considered
the team as being down,"
Cornell said.
"I more or less expected it
after the OVC Indoor
Championships. I was really
very disappointed because I
knew even though we had less
men on our squad than the
other teams, we had enough
class to win it.
"We're not really concerned
with how well we fare during
the year. As long as we get
enough competition to get the
best out of our men for the
OVC Outdoor Championships.
"I'd rather lose all year and
do well in the conference
meet. It means more there
because the All-Sports Trophy
is at stake," Cornell added.
Indiana And Princeton Only
Teams To Land Playoff Spots
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Indiana and Princeton have
landed, UCLA, Arizona and
Alabama are close, but just
about everybody else is still up
in the air in college basketball
these days.
Those are the positions as
the nation's best teams shoot
for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association playoffs.
With Indiana having won the
Big Ten title last week,
Princeton became the second
team to secure an NCAA
playoff berth by winning the
Ivy League championship
Saturday night with a 70-59
victory over Brown while
Penn was losing 46-44 to Yale.
UCLA, meanwhile, clinched
at least a tie for its 10th
straight Pacific-8 Conference
championship with a rousing
120-74 victory over Stanford.
The Bruins could wrap up the
title neatly this week by




favorite in the Western
Athletic Conference, has
clinched at least a tie for the
championship. A victory in the
finale nokt. Saturday at home
against Arizona State will give
the Wildcats the title outright.
Alabama, a 93-90 double-
overtime winner over Ten-
nessee Saturday night, needs
only one more victory to
clinch a tie for the
Southeastern Conference
crown. Tennessee and
Vanderbilt are barely in
contention there since the
Crimson Tide has a two-game
lead in the loss column with
three to play.
Here's the way the other
conference races shape up:
OUT-POSITIONED— Big Tim Sisneros (55) of Middle Ten-
nessee is eat of position in this battle for a rebound as
Merrily's Jesse Valiessis (40) noshes the retrieve. Others wat-
ching include loch Mesingeme (42), Vic Jordon (15), Grover
Woolard (10) end Ulm Besser (52).
—Mid-American Con-
ference: Western Michigan
and Miami of Ohio are tied for
the lead with 13-1 records.
They'll play Wednesday night
at Miami. If Western
Michigan wins, it's all over.
Miami must beat Western
Michigan, then defeat Eastern
Michigan Saturday to clinch
an NCCA berth.
—Missouri Valley: West
Texas, 8-3, can clinch a tie by
beating Southern Illinois, 8-2,
Thursday in the Texans' final
game. But Southern Illinois
could still tie if it loses
Thursday by beating New
Mexico State on Saturday.
Wichita State is a clarkhorse
and could throw it into a three-
way deadlock with some help.
—Big Eight: Missouri and
Kansas State are tied for the
Big Eight lead with 10-2
records and each has two
conference games left. They
play each other Wednesday
night.
—Southwestern Con-
ference: Texas A&M has won
the regular-season cham-
pionship and is sitting out the
SWC post-season tournament
waiting to meet the winner for
an NCAA playoff berth.
—Atlantic Coast Con-
ference: North Carolina is the
regular season champion, but
must go through the agonizing
ritual of the ACC playoffs,
starting this week. Still, even
if they lose that the Tar Heels
are an almost certain selec-
tion to go the NCAA party as
an alternate selection.
—Big Sky: Weber State will
host the league playoffs next
weekend. Weber, which
finished in a three-way tie for
the Big Sky lead, won a




Western Kentucky will host
lastplace East Tennessee in
one of four first-round games
tonight. Western Kentucky
earned the top seed by
defeating Austin Peay 76-75
Saturday night.
—Southern Conference: The
Southern started its post-
season tournament Saturday
night. VMI, William and
Mary, Appalachian State and
Richmond advanced to the
Wednesday's semifinals.
—West Coast Conference:
The University of San
Francisco and Pepperdine are
tied for the lead and each has
one game left. If they wind up
the regular season in a tie, a
onegame playoff will deter-




starts next Saturday between
Fullerton State, San Diego
State, the University of
Pacific and San Jose State.
—Metro-Six: This new
conference also starts from




Lafayette and St. Joseph's,
Pa., won the division titles and
a spot in Friday night's
conference semifinals at
Philadelphia against the
survivors of games Tuesday
between Temple and Rider
and Bucknell and Hofstra.
In other results Saturday,
No. 2 Marquette tipped No. 6
Notre Dame 81-75; No. 3
Rutgers routed Long Island
University 103-87; No. 4 North
Carolina walloped Duke 91-71;
Oregon State upset No. 8
Washington 73-64; No. 10
Maryland whipped Virginia
81-73; No. 12 Missouri was
upset by Oklahoma 68-57; No.
13,55ichigan downed Iowa 88-
74; Providence shocked No. 14
St. John's 67-53; No. 15 North
Carolina State lost to Wake
Forest 98-96; No. 16 Western
Michigan crushed Ball State
93-67; No. 17 Oregon stopped
Washington State 70-56; No. 18
Cincinnati defeated San
Francisco 89-88 in overtime
and No. 19 Centenary was




game was decided on a jump
shot by Ricky Brown with one
second left in the second
overtime. The field goal
provided the Crimson Tide
with a 91-90 lead. Then Greg
McElveen connected on two
free throws — one a technical
because Tennessee called one
timeout too many — for the
final margin.
Rutgers, 25-0, moved within
a step of an unbeaten season
by whipping LIU behind Mike
Dabney's 19 points.
"as a graduate of the Course I know that
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THROUGH THE LANE —Jeff Hughes (34) of the Racers get this rebound off on Hie right wing
and popped through the lone to pick up two of his 12 points. Witching ere Fred Allen (14), Julius
Brown (20), Lewis Mock (11) end Jesse Mow (40).
(Staff Photos by Mike 11,111111111111)
Hall Not Predicting
Racers Close' Regular Season
With 84-76 Setback At Middle
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
-Maybe we were meant to
play Austin Peay again,"
Grover Woolard said as the
bus carrying the Murray State
basketball team rolled out of
Murfreesboro where the
Racers had just lost an 86-78
game to Middle Tennessee.
"Maybe we were. Wouldn't
it be something if we went
down there and beat them?"
Zech Blasingame asked.
Murray came close to
beating Middle Tennessee. It
was so close you could almost
see the mountains of
Morehead. • But forget
Morehead. Forget the whole
danged season. Forget
everything but those fellows in
the red and white uniforms
called Austin Peay.
"We got to keep our heads
up. We haven't got down all
year," Woolard said.
"There's no reason we can't
beat them. We should have a
lot of fans go down to
Clarksville. I sure hope we do
have some fans there. It will
really mean a lot to us," the
junior swingman added.
Middle's fans meant a lot to
them. They helped the of-
ficials several times to call
plays that the officials
shouldn't have called. Like
one foul called with two
minutes left in the game
where 6-6 freshman Vic
Jordan clearly had an of-
fensive rebound and was
Celled for a foul when there
was no way in the world he
was guilty of the foul.
"I was inside of him,"
Jordan yelled at the official.
Jordan then talked to one of
the ,fficials and upon learning
it w as his fifth foul, Jordan
Just gave up and threw a
botrice pass in the direction of
the official.
The fans were on their feet,
which were probably as red as
their necks, and were
screaming for a technical. The
officials were swayed by the
show from the most rude fans
in the conference and called
the technical after Jordan
threw the bounce pass.
It resulted in a five-point
play. The point is simply: the
technical should have been
called as soon as Jordan
opened his mouth, not when he
simply threw a bounce pass
and turned to walk off the
floor.
Now it was 80-71 and Murray
had the ball, minus the best
defensive player in the league,
Jordan.
Woolard hit two free throws
at the 1:38 mark and then
Hughes hit a jumper with 59
seconds left to make it 80-75.
That was as close as Murray
State could get.
Murray had dug a deep hole
S
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NIT Trip For 'Cats  PORTS 
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP)
— Kentucky Coach Joe Hall
would rather not talk about his
basketball team's chances of
going to the National
Invitation Tournament, but it
has become almost a
necessity, he says.
"We're trying to avoid it,"
he said, "but it keeps coming
up. But if we can keep win-
ning, it's all that matters."
Kentucky, eliminated in its
bid for a Southeastern Con-
ference title chase and the
league's automatic berth in
the NCAA Tournament,
became an NIT possible when
the Wildcats set a school
shooting record against
Florida and then matched it
two nights later against
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Auburn.
Kentucky added to the
potential Saturday night with
a 94-87 victory over
Mississippi at Oxford, Miss.
Although some of the Wildcat
stars were a little flat, Ken-
tucky ran its record to 13-10,
heading into tonight's game
with !SU here.
"The team does have it ( the
NIT) in the back of their
minds, but I don't think it
makes them win," Hall said
after the Mississippi victory.
"It just may add some
pressure, but I don't think we
want to use it that way."
Hall predicted that LSU, an
89-75 winner over Vanderbilt
Saturday night, will be "super
ready to play us and we'll
have to play a much better
game than we played . . .
although, for the majority of
the players, I think we played
well" against Mississippi.
Hall said that most teams
Kentucky play are "up for us.
Any time you are a national
finalist, you are the top gun
and everybody wants to knock
you off."
Kentucky finished second
last season to UCLA in the
NCAA finals.
"I would be the same way,"
Hall said. "If we had a team of
that caliber corning in, we
wouldn't have any trouble
getting our team fired up.
"Every place we go — and
everyone who comes in here
(Lexington) — it seems the
tradition at Kentucky makes
them play better.
"We've come to understand
that and expect it as a
consequence. Aryl PI, ,Lend tp
play better at the end of the
season because of the
pressure we've had
throughout the year," Hall
said.
Kentucky blew a 19-point
lead it held early in the second
half at Mississippi, and led
only 80-77 with a few minutes
left to play. But Mike Phillips
led a drive that put the
Wildcats into the win column
in SEC play with an 8-7 record.
Phillips hit 10 of 16 shots
from the field and scored 24
points, but teammate Jack
Givens hit a game-high 30
points, including 12-of-23
shooting from the field.
Givens also pulled down 12




Mississippi with 29 points
while Ron Davis, a 6-7 fresh-
man from Pompano Beah,
Fla., added 20.
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for itself in the first half when
the Racers committed 15
turnovers. But in the second
half, Murray had only five
floor errors and played like
the best team in the con-
ference.
At one point late in the game
when the Racers were down
by only five points, Murray
had six consecutive shots at
their basket, as Blasingame
and Jordan were going wild
under the offensive boards,
but as Coach Fred Overton
said: "We couldn't have
bought a basket."
"They shot 14 more times
than we did in the first half,"
Overton said.
As a result of that:Middle
led 49-34 at intermission and at
one point in the second half,
led 65-46.
But Blasingame became a
one-man show on the boards
and played like he was 6-10
instead of 6-3 in the final 10
minutes of the game.
"We shot 28 more shots than
they did in the second half,"
Overton said.
"They just wouldn't fall in.
And they were all good shots
too. It's hard to shoot when a
guy is hanging all over you.
We couldn't have made it if
we'd been shooting at a
barrel," Overton added.
The "guy" Overton was
talking about was 6-8, 235-
pound center TIM Sisneros of
the Blue Raiders. Sisneros
finished with 23 points and 18
rebounds and should have had
about 15 fouls to boot. He did
get called for four.
Sisneros is one of the leading
scorers in the conference.
Sisneros, who hopes to play
pro ball but would probably be
Celtics Rout Warriors
With Big First Period
• ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The Boston Celtics have
served notice that they're
going to be a force to be
reckoned with in next month's
National Basketball
Association playoffs — as if
there were ever any doubters.
The Celtics, running their
fast break to perfection,
exploded from the starting
gate with 41 points in the first
quarter and embarrassed the
NBA champion Golden State
Warriors 119-101 Sunday
before a sellout throng at the
Boston Garden and a national
television audience.
The final margin was 18
points, but it wasn't even that
close.
"We felt like we had to play
them well to even the series
between us," said Charlie
Scott, who got the Celtics
going with five baskets in the
first 4% minutes. The Celtics
and Warriors, runaway
leaders in their respective
conferences, have split four
meetings this season — and
won't collide again until a
possible match-up in the
playoff finals.
"We were thoroughly
beaten," said Warriors Coach
Al Attles. "They got 41 poiiiits
in the first period and we tad
to play catch up. That first
period really did it to us."
Tickets Will
Be On Sale At
Dunn Center
Doug Vance, sports in-
formation director at Austin
Peay State University, said
there would be plenty of
tickets for tonight's first round
OVC Tournament Playoff
game in Clarksville between
Austin Peay and Murray
State.
Tickets will be on sale all
day at the University Center
on campus and at the Athletic
Office. Also, tickets will be
sold at the gate tonight for the
7:30 p.m. contest.
All tickets are Your dollars.
There will be no reserved
seats with the chair seats
being on a first-come, first-
served, basis.
The winner of tonight's
context will move on and pis).
at the semifinals Thursday at
T14,wling Green.
freers 139, Soaks 115
Philadelphia moved ahead
to stay with 15 consecutive
points during the third period
for an 85-75 lead. Seattle
closed to within one, but the
76ers pulled away again.
Ballets 110, Rockets NMI
Elvin Hayes' baseline
jumper at the final buzzer
provided the margin of victory
for Washington, which moved
one-half game ahead of
Cleveland into first place in
the Central Division.
Houston had outscored the
Bullets 14-2 to tie the score 106-
106 with 47 seconds to play.
Hayes hit a turnaround
jumper, but John Johnson's
basket tied it with 13 seconds
left, setting the stage for
• Reyes' dramatic basket.
Stun 109, Pistons 98
Phoenix fell behind 32-15 but
came roaring back behind
guards Paul Westphal, who
tied his career high with 32
points, and rookie Ricky
Sobers, who had 22 points.
Lakers 108, Cavaliers /7
Los Angeles climbed to the
.500 mark and into a second-
place tie with Seattle in the
Pacific Division by beating
Cleveland behind Kareem
Abdul-Ja bbar' s 26 points.
Blazers 102, Hawks 98
Portland built a 20-point
lead over the first three
periods behind Sidney Wicks
and Geoff Petrie, who scored
20 apiece, and then hung on in
the fourth quarter.
more successful as a barroom
bouncer, is a deadly shooter
from three feet and con-
sidering he was by far the
tallest man on the floor, he
had a pretty good game.
Murray outrebounded
Middle 50-45. Jesse Williams
had 11 rebounds for Murray
while Blasingame had nine,
Woolard seven and Jeff
Hughes six.
One of the brightest spots
for the Racers as the play of 6-
5 freshman forward Eddie
Williams of Mayfield. Playing
for about 10 minutes, Williams
finished with six points and six
rebounds.
Blasingame had 21 points in
by far his best effort.,of the
season while Jesse Williams
added 17, Hughes 12, Jordan 12
and Woolard 10.
Murray ends the regular
season at 9-16 and 5-9 in the
league while Middle closes out
at 15-11 overall and 13-8 in the
league.
And of course, the real
season begins tonight. Middle
will be playing at Morehead
while the Racers, of course,
play at The Peay.
The four winners of the first
round of the OVC Post-Season
Tournament will meet in
Bowling Green with the
semifinals set for Thursday
































































TWO IAORI—Jesse 1111111enis gets en eldeneive reheeed end
taps up the bell to score two of his 17 points. Watching are Vic
Jordon (15) and Zoo ilinsingeme (42) of the Rams.
Immediate Employment
*Liberal Pay and Benefits
*Earn while you learn
*Married or single
*High school or non-high school graduate
*Ages 17 to 29
Call Collect (502) 443-8246 for appointment or call














fi ‘, Bulova& Seiko
Watches -,de,
Mens & Ladies ,
Diamond Wenches and
• Water Proof Watches
•,, All Watches Guaranteed by
Us and The Factory
We Do Our Own
Service
FURCHES JEWELRY
113 South Fourth Street
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
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Progress The Farm Wile.
The foundation of the
modern family farm lies in
its. heritage of the past.
For the farm wife has al-
.—
arl' _
• TM Celestial farm wile membered
• field work w kb treettiseal task
et Wing • family. '
ways been aft the side of her
husband and in his absence
in his place.
The customary tradition of
women of agriculture is well
known—helping to build
homes in the wilderness,
breaking the ground, sowing
the seed and harvesting the
crops while continuing the
numerous daily tasks of rais-
ing and caring for families.
But history is dotted with in-
stances of the efforts of
women of agriculture which
went well above and beyond
even these demanding tasks,
according to farm life re-
searchers at Sperry New
Holland.
It is said the first person to
set foot on Plymouth Rock
from the Mayflower was a
young woman of 19 named
Mary Chilton. Her father be-
came Violently ill just as the
ship weighed anchoroff Cape
Cod and died before its land-
ing. Leading the way into the
now land, this petite Pilgrim
tilled the rocky soil to eake
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Your Complete Tractor Headquarters
ATTENTION
MR, FARMER
Do I Pay Taxes
On The Income
Earned by My Account?
The earnings of your account are not
currently taxable. Each dollar of earnings
produces additional dollars which are also
not currently taxable. This tax-free com-
pounding continues until retirement.
When Do I Pay Taxes
On My Account?
Your account, including principal and
earnings, is not taxed until you receive your
account in a lurnp stun, you must include
the entire amount as ordinary income on
the return filed for the year of receipt.
However, you may be eligible to use the
five-year income average provisions
available to all taxpayers.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.




The original male colonists
ofJamestown, Va., while cul-
tivating tobacco, comjgained
constantly of the barMy the
Virginia Company against
bringing women to the col-
ony. Finally, whOln the set-
tlers were ore thee verge o
open rebellion and threatele
ing return to England, navy
company management
changed the policy and .hr-
ranged for the passage of 90
prospective brides.
In Haverhill,.- Mass, a
monument stands to honor
Hannah Duston. A farm
wife, she and her new-born
child were among the women
and children taken captive in
an Indian raid in which her
husband and all other males
were killed. After several
days of forced march, Han-
nah led a revolt one night,
killed her captors with their
own tomahawks and scalped
them as a warning to other
raiders. She returned to her
home to resume farming.




Haddon in Haddonfield, N.J.
and Madam Mary Faree who
cultivated 2,500 acres. in
Pennsylvania.
During the Revolution,
farm wives—in addition to
providing food and materials
for the military and keeping
the family farms going while
husbands went off fight
for independenc even
more active rolls.
Deborah Sam n of
Plymouth, Mass, ised
herself as a man and under
the name of Robert Short-
liffe fought throughout the
Revolution. Although
wounded twice, her 'secret
remained undisclosed until
during a bout with fever her
true sex was discovered by a
doctor. Even after recovery,
she carried a letter through
Redcoat lines to General
Washington.
Western expansion is filled
with the heroics of farm
only meals for many days.
A llie McPeek, a widow,
lived on a small farm near
Jonesboro, Ga. Her home was
under fire for days when the
Blue and Gray clashed there.
She converted her home in t.4
a hospital and helped tend
the sick and wounded of both
armies as the battle lines
constantly changed.
Today, the roles of such
partners in agricultural
progress may have changed
somewhat, but their con-
tributions are equally im-
portant.
Farm wives still can be
found at their husbands'
sides in the fields and behind
the wheels of sophisticated
machinery. Both partners
also devote • considerable
amount of time today in civic
work to better their agricul-
tural communities.
The 1976 Farm Family of
the Year, selected in na-
tional competition sponsored




Mr. and Mrs. James Otto-
man, of Malin, Ore., have
been active in nearly a score
wives as families migrated to
tame the wilderness. Re-
becca Boone followed her
husband, Daniel, into the
wilds of Kentucky and the
widowed mother of Sam
Huston took her nine chil-
dren into the mountains of
Tennessee to homestead a
farm and forever shape
American history.
On both sides of the Civil
War, the efforts of farm
wives are rooted in history.
After the battle .of An-
tietam, the United States
Sanitary Commission,
founded and staffed by
women (many from farm
backgrounds) to oversee the
health of Union forces,
tended 10,000 sick and
wounded, providing their
of different civic endeavors,
while farming 250 acres.
Mrs. Ottoman's civic ac-
tivities have included PTA
president; Girl Seoul!, and 4-H
',ceder, American Ruxiliary
/President, volunteer for
blood banks, cancer and
heart fund drives and the
United Givers Fund.
Thus today and through-
out history, the female
role—the women of agricul-
ture prominently among
them—deserve the words of
an observer from France;
"If I were asked to what
the singular prosperity and
growing strength of the
American people aught
mainly to be attributed, I
shall reply. . to the
superiority of their women."
Cayenne pepper was found
to be effective in keeping the
pantry free of ants.
FEEDING TIME—California Angels pitcher Nolan Ryan
feeds one of his beefrnaster bulls near his home in 
Alvin,
TeL Ryan is adjudged to have the fastest fast ball 
in
history of baseball, recorded at 100.9 mph. He un-




ATLANTA, Ga. — Oregano,
nonfat dry milk and citric acid
seem too dissimilar to he
grouped together under one
classification. But all three —
a spice, a binder and a
chemical preservative — do
have something in common.
They are food additives, says
the U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA).
According to USDA's
Animal and Plant Health
IniPection Service (APHIS),
food additives approved for
use in meat and poultry
products are divided into
three basic categories:
—Flavoring components,
which are added to fo6d for
flavoring purposes only, such
as sugar, garlic, pepper,
oregano and other spices and
herbs.
—Nutritional substances
and substances added to
produce a physical effect and
which also have nutritional
value as a food. For example,
whey products, nonfat dry
milk powder, flours, starches
and other similar extenders
help bind together ingredients
as well as add nutritional
value to meat products like
sausages, luncheon meats and
meat patties.
—Substances which are
Intended only to affect the
product's physical charac-
teristics, such as gums, cures,
phosphates and antioxidants.
For example, citric acid, a
chemical preservative, may
be used in cured pork and beef
cuts and sausage products to
maintain color during storage.
These substances usually
have little or no nutritional
value as a food.
The initial safety of food








an additive is to be used in
conjunction with meat or
poultry products, it also must
be approved by USDA.
USDA must determine that
the additive will not cause a
meat or poultry product to be
adulterated or misbranded;
establish appropriate limits or
restrictions on the additive's
use in meat or poultry
products; and determine that
the additive is effective and




ish included a half-pint of
liwieed oil, a half-pint of vin-
egar, and a half-pint of tur-
pentine. It was applied with
a flannel rag and then rub-




ATLANTA, Ga. — The
supply of home canning lids
for 1976 will be almost double
the amount produced last
year, according to Nancy
Harvey Steorts, special
assistant for consumer affairs
to the secretary of
agriculture.
The increase is due to ad-
ditional lines placed into
production by the traditional
canning lid manufacturers,
plus the entry of new
manufacturers in the market,
Mrs. Steorts said.
Based on figures supplied by
a majority of the manufac-
turers, more than 4 billion
replacement lids will be
available for the 1976 home
canning season. This corn-




bull sale Friday, March!
19, 1976 12 Noon (CST)
University of Kentucky
Substation Princeton




and 2-year olds -












pares with just over 2 billion
produced last year.
The total number of lids for
this year, Mrs. Steorts said,
will include nearly 3 billion
regular size lids, more than
one-third billico wide mouth
lids, well over one-half bithon
regular caps (lids and rings
sold together), and nearly 150
million wide mouth caps
available during the 1976
home canning season.
Mrs. Steorts said the pattern
of distribution follows that of
previous years with lids being
shipped into southern states
First and moving northward its
the canning season ap-
proaches. However, sant






Dust, chaff, molds, chemi-
cals, silo and manure gases
are potential dangers on a
farm. When working in
confined areas containing
such potentially dangerous
conditions, take proper pre-
cautions and use the pre-
scribed protective equip-
ment, according to Farm






Finally. A dependable four-wheel drive small
enough to go just about anywhere, but big and
strong enough to take five of you along. Plus up to
500:1 pounds of trailer and gear with an optional
towing package. The new Internationafs Scout
Traveler. It makes all the great outdoors a real
family affair.
III
Sim your hnernational Harvester Deals,.
Taylor Motors, Inc.
So. 4th St. 753-1372
We've got Spring Fever prices on ail
new MF farm tractors under 80 pto hp.






















Come on in see for yourself—you
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Southeast Farm Prices
Move in Mixed Trends
ATLANTA, Ga. -
Southeastern producers
received higher and lower
prices during the week ended
Feb. 27, depending on which




declined in an uneven trade.
Butcher hog prices closed the
week $1.50 lower than the
previous week.
Egg prices continued on its
downward trend, mostly 4
cents lower. Broiler market
conditions held steady at
lower price levels. Prices for
heavy type hens ranged 19 to
21-1,4 cents arid light type hens
were 9 to 10-34 cents.
Spot cotton prices held firm.
Forward contracting was slow
in the Southeast. Trading and
prices were mixed on
southeastern fruits and
vegetables. Florida honey
prices were also mixed.
Corn 'and soybean prices
closed about unchanged to
Calloway FFA
Wins Awards
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America par-
ticipated in the Purchase
Regional FFA Paper Work
Contest held Tuesday,
,February 24, at Murray State
University.
Entries were rated superior,
excellent, good, and fair with
the Calloway Chapter entering
twelve contests and receiving
nine superiors and three
excellents. Five of the nine
superiors were rated superior
first in the region of seventeen
chapters.
Shea Sykes of Calloway was
elected area Regional Vice-
President of the FFA.
Results of Calloway
students were as follows;
Kerry Wyatt, superior first,
dark fired tobacco.
Mark Wilson, superior first,
beef production; superior














Joe Dan Taylor, excellent,
swine production.





El Dorado Tires CBI Tires
for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires
Purchase Tire Mart
East Main at Industrial Rood






That's right Your next great Corn is here I've
got it. Its a high-performance corn hybrid from
Northrup King research, especially adapted to the
growing conditions in this area. It can help you take
a big step in the yield ladder in 1976
Phone me collect without delay for full details
how you can obtain your high-yielding NK hybrid ..





lower. The cash spread for
corn was $2.55 to $2.84.
Soybeans were mostly 10 cents
lower with a cash spread of
$4.52 to $4.88.
FRUITS & VEGETABLES
- Southeastern area fruit and
vegetable trading and prices
were mixed for the week
ending Feb. 27. Shipments of
Florida corn, cabbage,
squash, beans and radishes
increased while most other
items remained unchanged.
Prices were generally un-
changed to lower.
Prices were higher for
Florida red potatoes at $6.50
per 50-pound sack of Size A.
Prices remained unchanged
for Florida pole beans at $6.15
a bushel hamper; carrots at $3
per master container of 48-
one-pound film bags;
Appalachian district red
delicious apples at $5.50 to $6 a
carton of U. S. Combination;
and North Carolina sweet
potatoes at $5.75 to $6.75 per
50-pound carton.
Prices dropped for Florida
celery at $5 a crate of 36-
stalks; cabbage at $2.25 a 50-
pound carton; strawberries at
$6 to $6.50 per 12-point flat of
medium to large size; small
yellow squash at $7.15 per
bushel hamper; yellow corn at
$48 crate; and red radishes at
$1.35 per carton of 30 six-ounce
film bags.
HONEY - Florida honey
prices were mixed for the
week ending Feb. 77. Brazilian
pepper amber bakery grade
sold at 30 cents per pound;
gallberry and orange extra
light amber at 40 cents per
pound; orange amber at 34
cents; light beeswax at $1.05;
and dark at $1.03.
COTTON - Spot cotton
prices held firm in
southeastern markets during
the week ended Feb. 27.
Trading maintained at a
moderately slow pace.
Offerings were light and
merchant demand was
moderate. Grade 41 Staple 34
cotton traded at 300 to 400
points off May futures and
Grade 51 was about 200 points
less.
Forward crop contracing
was moderately active in the
south central states but slow
in the Southeast.
Domestic mill buying
slowed from the previous
week. Demand was weak to
moderate. Prices held
generally steady. Purchases
were mostly for ypearby
through summer delivery.
Sales for export continued at a
steady rate.
Quotations for Grade 41
Staple 34 (strict low middling
cotton at the 10 designated
spot markets averaged 57.75
cents per pound on Feb. 28.
This compares with 57.45
cents a week earlier and 36.55
cents a year ago. Individual
southern region market
quotations on Feb. 26 com-
pared with a week earlier
( second figure) and* year ago
(third figure) were: Augusta,
60.35, 59.50 and 39.35;
Greenville, 58.75, 58.50 and
30.00; Greenwood, 58.40, 58.00
and 36.85; Memphis, 58.15,
57.65 and 36.85; and Mori-
tgornery, 58.90, 58.15 and 37.95.
TOBACCO - Gross sales
through Feb. 25, compared
with the same season a year
ago were: Burley - 679,501,
309 pounds averaged $105.60





$104.56 per hundred, com-
pared with 20,182,676 pounds
averaged $94.51.
CATTLE - Feeder cattle
prices declined in an uneven
trade during the week ended
Feb.27.
At selected markets in the
Southeast, feeder cattle
receipts were near 34,800
compared to 36,100 the
previous week and 22,700 one
year ago. The percentage of
feeder cattle in total receipts
increased from 62 per cent the
previous week to 64 per cent
this week.
In representative sales
around the Southeast, Choice
200 to 300 pound steer calves
sold at $30 to $40; 300 to 500
pound calves $32 to $41 and up
to $42 on 300 to 400 pounds in
Alabama; 500 to 600 pound
calves $32 to 640. Choice 200 to
300 pound heifers sold at $24 to
$31; Florida heifers $33 and
South Carolina's $22; 300 to 400
pounds $23 to $32; 400 to 500
pounds $23 to $32.50, Florida
300 to 500 pound heifers $34.50;
500 to 600 pounds $25 to $33.
HOGS - At Georgia -
Florida - Alabama packing
plants, barrows and gilts
closed $1.50 lower during the
week ended Feb. 27. On
Friday, Feb. 27, U. S. 1 and 2,
195-235 pounds, barrows and
gilts brought $45.75 to $46, and
U. S. 2 and 3.196 to 240 pounds,
$45 to $45.75.
POULTRY - Broiler
market conditions held steady
at lower price levels. Demand
was slow to fair fair early
shipments, but currnelty is
good. Live supplies were
adequate with desirable sizes.
Preliminary F.O.B. dock
equivalent prices in Alabama
were 39.24 cents per pound for
U. S. Grade A and 38.67 cents
per pound for Plant Grade.
The undertone was un-
settled on heavy type hens
and steady on light type.
Demand was fair but cautious
on heavy hens, while light type
demand was moderate to
good. Supplies were adequate
to fully adequate. Prices paid
at farm for heavy type ranged
19 to 21-1/2 cents and light type
9 to 10-34 cents.
EGGS -Egg prices trended
lower during the week ended
Feb. 27. Demand was fair
earlier in the week, but im-
proved toward the end.
Supplies were adequate to
fully adequate for current
needs. Breaker activity in-
creased slightly. Cartonecl
prices to retailers for extra
lage ranged 64 to 69 cents per
dozen, large 63 to 67 cents and
mediums 60 to 64 cents.
GRAIN - Southeastern
corn and soybean prices
closed about unchanged to
lower during the week ended
Feb. 27. Corn prices ranged
from 17 cents lower at ter-
minals to unchanged or 1 cent
higher at some other locations
with a cash spread of $2.55 to
$2.48. Soybeans were mostly
10 cents lower with a cash
spread of $4.42 to $4.88.
Volume of sales remained
light.
Cash bids to corn producers
at southeastern Virginia
points held unchanged at $2.55
to $2.56 and Richmond was 1
cent lower at $2.57 to $2.62.
r4. evivas unchanged
at $2.66 to ;2.67. South
Carolina's Piedmont area held
unchanged at $2.65 and
Central was a penny higher at
$2.76. Louisville, Ky., was
unchanged to 1 cent higher at
$2.62 to $2.66 and Ohio Valley
points trended 1 cent lower to 1
cent higher at $2.54 to $2.64.
Alabama trucklot offerings
closed unchanged to 8 cents
lower at $2.75 to $2.84. Georgia
multi-carlot prices were
mostly 1 cent lower at $2.83.
Terminal prices at Memphis
were 1 cent lower at $2.77 to
;2.84 and Norfolk 17 cents
lower at $2.63 to $2.68.
Cash bids to soybean
producers at southeastern
Virginia points closed the
week at $4.510 to 84.62 and
Richmond $4.56. Wilson, N. C..
was $4.60. South Carolina's
Piedmont area was $4-52,
Central $4.86 and Coastal
$4.60; Louisville, Ky., was
$4.71-1/2 to $4.73 and Ohio
Valley points were $4.63 to
$4.67. Bids to Alabama
producers declined 4 cents to
$4.83. Terminal prices were
mostly 10 cents lower,
Memphis $4.06-s to $4.71-4,
Norfolk $4.65 to $4.611; Raliegh
and Fayetteville $4.63-14. Gull
export bide were $4,45 to $4.59
per bushel.
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
This is the time of year of
falling leaves and rising prices
and while there is little the
homeowner can do to halt
the movement of either, he
may get some benefit from
the leaves Hardwood leaves
such as oak, beech, and
hickory can be raked up and
put aside for winter mulch-
ing They do not readily
decay, absorb water, or pack
down to smother plants
Leaves of such trees as maple,
walnut, and mimosa decay
quickly and, if composted,
will become good humus by
spring
While on the subject of
compost, it will be well to
give the old compost heap a
final turning before winter
really shuts down This will
mix the latest additions of
compost materials with the
rest and hasten their de-
composition. A generous
sprinkling of hydrated lime
wilt help things along and
correct any tendency to
acidity
At this time of year the
gardener and homeowner will
also benefit if he will collect
and save wood ashes from his
or his neighbor's open fires
Wood ashes are a fertile
source of potash, an essential
plant food. As their strength
easily leaches away, they
should be stored in watertight'
containers or otherwise kept
dry over the winter
When applying ashes in the
spring, use them thinly,
especially on lawns. They are
said to help prevent aster
blight and, if used consistent-
ly, will aid in loosening the
soil-so, by all means, save all
available wood ashes
While raking tip the leaves,
this will be a good time, too,
to clean tip the flower beds
and vegetable garden. 111-kept
gardens breed insects and
disease. Rake up and destroy
stalks and other plant residue
likely to decay. If possible,
plow or spade up the ground
to break up and expose
colonies of hibernating
insects to the not-so-tender
mercies of the cold.
Some gardeners use garden
residue for winter mulching
but this, according to UK
garden specialists, is poor
economy. It offers, they say,
a good opportunity, for
diseases to overwinter and
take over come spring. The
best disease prever,ive is to
remove and destroy all dead
plant materials from the
garden.
Rabbits and field mice are
often a nuisance during the
winter season. The damage
done by field mice is largely
occasioned or helped along
by mulching too early in the
*non. This provides a snug,
warm winter home for the
rodents who burrow doWn in
the soft soil under the mulch.
Then while snowed in, they
feed on the tender bark of
the plant roots. To prevent
this, some garden authorities
recommend waiting until the
ground is frozen to apply the
mulch.
Rabbits gnaw the bark and
even cut down small shrubs
and fruit trees. If the watch
dog doesn't do his job,
protect the trees and shrubs
with collars fashioned from
tar paper or srnall fences
made from poultry wire.
USDA Implements
Revised Beef Grades
ATLANTA, Ga. - Revised
U. S. grade standards for
carcass beef, designed to
improve their accuracy for
measuring eating quality and
identifying yeild of saleable
beef, went into effect Feb. 23,





Service (AMS) point out that
although the changes are not
drastic, they will add
precision and efficiency to
beef production and
marketing.
Inunediate effects of the
changes to the consumer-
buyer will be threefold ac-
cording to AMS officials.
There will be slightly leaner
beef in the Prime and Choice
grades, a redesigned and
more restrictive Good grade
and more uniform eating
quality of the beef in the Good
and Choice grades.
AMS officials cited the most
significant effect, however, as
a long range one - a possible
reduction in the amount of
excess fat on high quality
beef. This could result from
tile requirement that all
federally graded beef be
identified for both quality
graile and yield grade.
Priaisly, beef could be
graded for either quality or
Yield, or both.
The use of both quality and
yield grades will provide a
more precise measurement of
the factors affecting carcass
value and this could provide
the guidance and financial
incentive needed to encourage
the increased production of
meat-type cattle. Such high-
value cattle have thickly
muscled carcasses with high
quality loon and a minimum of
excess fat
AMS officials emphasize
that Ute revised beef grade
standards will be under clone
curvefflance to determine
their use and effectiveness.
Development and im-
provement of grade standards
is a continuing function that
involves USDA's evaluation of
information from its own
research and that of state
experiment stations and
private industry. New studies
also are initiated as specific
needs for information are
identified. One study planned
after the revised standards
have become fully established





Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Sayers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributers Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404






363 N. 4th St.
reerrey, Ky. 753-5602
It's more than the break of a new day. It
brings the promise of new prosperity. For
there's a new awareness of America's agri-
culture, and it's high time. If you're a farmer
or a rancher, look to your Production Credit
man for financial fuel. Providing credit ser-
vices for a rising
farm enterprise is his
business.
zia The go ahead people
•
-
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet South 12th Street
Distributor for Fontaine Line Fertilizer Beds.
See us before you buy any spreader. 10 day delivery now before rush star-
ts.
See J. H. (Nartiman) Nix for a deasonstnrtion
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
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now associated with Bill
Riley at the Down-
tovmer Barber Shop, at
506W. Main.
NALDY LEE Washburn,
29 years old, about 6 ft.
tall, weighs about 160
lbs., sandy brown hair,
blue eyes. Goes under
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S. lost And found
A WOMAN'S Diamond
ring and watch were
stolen Feb. 25, around
9:20 at the Special
Education Building. The
ring was a '‘,2 carat
cluster, size 51/2. The
watch was white gold,
Seiko brand, with a blue
face. It also had a safety
chain. There is a witness
that can describe a
woman suspect. No
questions will be asked
if the ring and watch are

















LOST FOUR year old
male English Blue tick
coon hound. Last seen
around Golden Pond. If
you have any in-
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WANTED
Full time office girl.
Reply in writing to P.






liquor store for sale in
Fulton, Ky. Good op-




Looking for best offer.
Crazy Horse Billiards.
Call Jim Biggs after 5 p.
m., (502) 826-5822.







Post Office. Call 753-
STANDIIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
15. Articles For Sale
FENCE SALE at SEARS.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-




model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
USED SET of en-
cyclopedias. Call 753-
9459 after 5 p.m.
FtBERGLASS TOMATO
stakes, 2' to 6' long. Call
435-4433.
FIREWOOD for sale by









like it," say users of
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric











Breathing Unit. Call 753-
7658.
SPECIAL 00" chain link
fence with Pis" 0. D. top
raIl 1%" 0. D. line post
and tie wires, $1.39 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes 12%10'. For
all your fencing needs





base cabinets. Call 753-
2269 after 3 p. m.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, ZOO Maple










sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9963.
CRAWLER LOADER
1970 International with 4
in one bucket. Good
condition Call 354-6392
• or 7534560.
151/2' WINNER COBRA 60






18 h.p. Johnson motor.
$350.00 for both. Cam-
per, fits long bed pickup,
$150.00. Call days 492-
8646, nights after 6,492-
8194.
10' POLARERAFT Jon
Boat, 25 h.P. Evinrude.
'trailer. 12 gauge Ithaca
automatic shotgun




old. $85.00. Call 753-7843.
32' CHRIS CRAFT con-






lawn mower. No. 7 Dills
Trailer Court.
TAKE UP MONTHLY
payment on piano or









100 South 13 Stroot
Fl,.., Roochos,
Silver Fish 4 Shrvbs
Phorro 762-3914
24 'V





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save oh
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,










Psis fer lortelleties pies
$6.95 ha Are Ist eiessf6 eel
receive bid me* service






Puy 99' for isetaleties pies
$6.95 for tie lit meal wed
receive bid seesra service







stereo, with tape player,
good condition, $95.00.
can 41111-2610.





dition. Must sell. Call 1-
345-2641 or 1-247-6339.









before 5, 753-0206 or 753-
7699 after 5.
12 x 44, TWO bedroom,
gas heal. For in-
formation call 753-8218
after 3:313p.m.
12 x 52 MELODY, -good
condition, furnished.
Call 753-5891 before 5
p.m. after 5 p.m. call
753-9446.
1973 TIMCO BY
MELODY, 12 x 64, 2
bedroom furnished,
central heat and air.
$800.00 and take over
payments. Located at
175 Riviera Ct. Call 753-
7204.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top nrices paid.

















would like to rent house
with large garden space
in county west of
Murray. Call 436-2547
after 5 p. m.
2. Apetr, -t RPrt
LARGE BASEMENT
apartment, fireplace,
close to campus. $120.00
month. Utilities paid.
Call 753-2562 after 7 p.m.
WILL SHARE my home
with retired woman,
private bedroom and





Ann Drive. Call 492-8225.
FURNISHED AND un-
furnished, apartments




for 1, 2 or 4 persons,










IN rick - II

















































ment for rent. Available
































FARM LAND FOR rent.
45 acres of beans or









lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
THREE AKC registered














lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
BE THE first in Calloway





the tracts can be
measured in hectares
we still sell them for
dollars with a low down
payment and extended
terms. • John C.
Neubauer Real Estate,
505 Main St., Murray,
753-0101-7531 or call Bb
Rodgers, 753-7116.
JUST LISTED close to
Murray, 2 bedroom
trailer on 3 acres, has
central gas heat and
central air conditioning,
2 car garage and other
storage, completely
furnished, paved drive
and today to check on
this one, Moffitt Realty
Co., 206 South 12th, 753-
3597.
ARE YOU in need of an
auto repair or clean up
shop? Do you need a
house?, Would you like a
10 acre farm? You can
have all three with our
property located only 6
miles south of Murray
on Ky. 121. John C.
Neubauer Real Estate,
505 Main St., Murray
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531 or call Bob
753-7116.
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4 1111 telseiel - deo Mier,
3 hods, family new dhohon
noes„ tee fireplaces -
%Weil se es eon weeded
ht.
kat Wed In Keeelinid • 3
Illt brick • 2 boobs - central
peo had • couple Items •
Imp corner Id.
$11,1211 buy this 3 BO
1% story bes• located
WOW rail ds.s ef
weds dapping ceders.
leek 'Aar $23,100 ell bed
Three bedroom brick - kit-
chen • den rid, beik-der
Owed ell cesokler trees
for hews wilt sr Oiled
noreeps.
11111see's Oro Step Office





Realty is a 3 bedroom
1/2 bath brick ranch
home in the West End of




backyard has 22 x 14
concrete patio, gas grill,
and metal storage
building. Home is
vacant and ready for
immediate occupancy.
Just listed so be the first







Jim Adams Food Liners
BUILT UP ROOFING
Repair Work, New Construction and Reroofing,
Johns-Manville approved contractor.





Good salesmen srs trained net korai Nelliwr ere
doctors, lawyon, &atilt or segInsen. Ti... as
in outstanding :elusion sad eani, .$15,551, to
$20,000 sr sore a year, year very first year.
YOU NEED to be age 21 or over, ambitious,
energetic, sports minded, have a high school
education or better.
YOU WILL attend 3 weeks of school expenses paid,
be guaranteed up to $1,000 very first month to
start.
IF YOU QUALIFY, we guarantee to teach and train
you in our successful sales methods. Assign you
to sales area of your choice under the direction
and guidance of a qualified sales director.
Provide the opportunity for you to advance into
management as fast as your ability will want.
Fring benefits include; Hospitalization, Pension
and Savings Plan.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY COMPANY
OM me for persemel intonder , collect, Leo lords, NA* het,
S1124524773, Monley, Two* Nod Weiss.*
NEAR ROBERTSON
SCHOOL this neat 3
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
veneer home with
central gas heat and








ESTATE, 106 N. 12th,
753-8080.
AN EXCELLENT buy at
only $18,200. A 2
bedroom home com-
pletely redecorated,
with new vinyl siding for
care free maintenance,
carpet, drapes, large
utility room, all on a 1.2
acre lot. Call to see at
Moffitt Realty, 206 South
12th, 753-3597.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has 'seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE
46 Homw, Fo! )die
SEE THIS now. If you
want a neat clean
modern three bedroom
home with a large
fenced yard in a quiet-
private neighborhood.
Call for details, Bob
Perrin 753-3509, Claude
Miller Real Estate 753-
5064.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm




IKAUNIAZ. KISSINGER', 00.11N APIPE D./ HE MEN' 3 ROOM.14
MOVING MUST sell 3
bedroom brick, 200x 105
corner lot. Unqiue
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
neighborhood. $31,800.





convenient, great for big




house, two baths, two






in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 1/2 bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet




ses 21511111000111 PLUM hoes,
carpet, *replete, pno hem,
ruseedelsd beds. $14,3131
$13,345, hoeutel a IMO
Callesey, 75.34/47S.
019•01100 0000010
SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 1976, 10 a.m.
RAIN OR SHINE
LOCATION: Eight mikes east of Mayfield on Backuslxirg Rood, (ifighway 464), fourteen
miles west of Murray, KenTacKY
40 ACRE FARM, FARM MACHINERY
& CATTLE
This fertile 40 acres has 36 acres all level, Roble land that oll looks just like this actual pic-
ture of farm. It is fenced and cross-fenced and presently sown in Ladino and Red Clover, Kobe
Lespedem, and Fescue. There is a 4 acre grove of large trees on bock side of form. The 40x50
pole born with 15 foot sheds on two sides with 20 foot drive-through center is in excellent
condition. All gates and fences on fcem hove been maintained and are in good condition. This
form has been personally cared for by Rev. Yam; for 20 years and is a real showplace.
Reverend Young is pastor of a church in Coda. Kentucky, and with the distance he has to
drive, he feels that he can no longer mointoin his farm operation property.
FARM MACHINERY & MISCELLANEOUS
1957 Model 600 Ford tractor in excellent condition, 6 ft. pick-up Bush Hog, 5 ft. pick-up disc,
12 foot utility trailer with tandem wheels, several extra large cresoted corner pos'k nne lot
of 6 ft. metal posts, one lot of pine lumber, one lot of popular kimber one inch thou 10 ft.
long, one lot of 2x6 12 foot long cypress, one lot of 2x4, 10 foot long oak, one lot of concrete
blocks, one lot of old brick, hand tools, and other items too nunerous to mention.
ANGUS CATTLE
Four springing Block Angus cows coming with third coif, one first coif sprirwaing Heifer, arid
one 2 year old Hereford buN. All these cows were bred and born right here on the form. Test
papers furnished day of sale.
TERMS: 20% down day of NA balance on delivery of deed within 30 days and possession
with dad.










building on one acre lot
in city limits on North
16th Street across 121
bypass. Good in-
vestment at 611,000. Call
753-r274.
LOOKING FOR a good
farm first time listed.
112 acres. This farm has
85 acre under
cultivation, remainder
in pasture and timber,
year round stock water.
Good stock barn and
Burley barn, about 1200
feet of blacktop.
Property has cross
fences and about 80 per
cent of perimeter fen-
ced. Now is the time to
buy. Call Guy Spina
Realty, 753-7724, Your
Key people in Real
Estate, 901 Sycamore
Street.





peattiful new house in
the country. 3 BR., 2
bath, central heat imd
air, modern built-Ins In
kitchen, drapes,
fireplace. All this on 2
acres and only 4 miles
from city.
Great house for newly
married or couple. 2
BR., bath, gas beat,
window air. Fireplace




BR., 2 bath, Den, Dining
room, living room,
fireplace, built-4n, at-
tached garage. On 1%










FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-9068 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.





running hike. In good
condition. MO. Call 492-
8586.
YAMAHA 850 looks and




sale. 70 modal CJ-6 jeep.
42 model CJ-5 Jeep, 75
model CJ-5 jeep, 46
model Dodge power
wagon. Call 753-5532.







pickup, full power and
air. See at Jim Fain
Motors.
1F79 JEEP COMANDO
red with two tops. New
engine. $1,600. Call 753-
=11.
11171 CAMARO, one MOW
car. Low mileage. Call
4924269 after 5.
GRAND PRIX 1975, black





12,000 miles. Call 435-
4382.
UN PONTIAC, 2 door
hardtop, excellent




cylinder, 3 speed, sharp.
$600.00. Do not call
unless interested. Call
435-4294 after 5:30.
DM FORD COUPE, 1947
% ton Chevrolet pickup.
39,000 actual miles. 1961
Chevrolet, 6 cylinder,
motor. Phone 431-2149.
1174 MONTE CARLO, one
owner, 25,000 MfillS,
sharp. Call 7531330.





TRUCK, 2 ton with hoist,
43,000 miles Call 436-
2458.
1979 MALIBU, 2 door
hardtop, 3r 2 barrel,
power steering, plod
tires, ma g wheels.
Excellent condition.






between 10 11-111. and 6
p.m
1911 CLEAN FORD
Falcon Future. 4 door,
MO-VII, air. Intomadc,
power, good three, how
miles, one 01111111. COM
753-4574.
1975 CHEVY VAN, 17,000









1989 GMC VAN, 1974
Datsun Lil' Hustler




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
:air honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1179 VW VAN, 59,000













condition, both body and
motor. Call 753-0605.









sleeps S. Call 753-3608.
1/74 TRAIISTAR fold
down camper, sleeps 6.
Equipped with stove,




foot travel trailer, fully
self-contained, has bath
with shower. Owner will
throw in complete Reece
towing assembly, side
mirrors, brake control
and roll up antenna.
Take over payments of
$110.00 per month. Call
489-
2363i -
CAB OVER TOPPER for
Inv, Datsun, or Toyota,





WE'LL DONATE $2.110 to
save your carpet. Take











efficient service. No job






















struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.








home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8641 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, and
institution, rugs come
- clean by steam
cleaning. Free





of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
ml or weekends.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling











of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.ns.
or weekends.
CHAIN LINK FENCING
for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All




J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South






Call 7534124, South 4th










Wheffie, yee bent Sir Wpm* se lee. The ced? SI re
$3 wee* ffiereefter. lb einlowt. Iffir Surrey doss onsets
twerp Om* 1 rill F. IL of the ffref illielbellof Chord en
Maple Ammo. Per infenwelen, NM Wedse looped er Ill-
Journeyman
electricians needed.
Must be able to read schematics and have a
good imois4edge of AC and DC
Minimum of 3 years industrial experience. Ap-
ply by calling General Tire and Rubber Co.,
Personnel Office, Mayfield, Ky. (502) - 247-
6730 extension 237. Excellent fringe benefits,
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Nevil McCoy of 904 Vine
Street, Murray, died Saturday
at 9:20 p.m. at the
Cardiac Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where he had been a
patient since Thursday.
The Murray man was
serving as supervisor of the
Calloway„t„County Senior
Citizens program and was
member and vice-president of
the Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association. He was
a member of the Elkton, Ky.,
Baptist Church and a Ken-
tucky Colonel, and was a
former member of the Murray
Lions Club.
Mr. McCoy graduated from
Murray State University and
the University of Kentucky.
He served as a teacher,
principal, and superintendent
of schools in Kentucky for
forty-five years with service
mainly at Elkton, Hickman,
and Catlettsburg, retiring as
superintendent of the
Catlettsburg City Schools. He
later served as supervisor for
the Kentucky State Depart-
ment of Education.
The deceased was born in
Marshall County and was the
son of the late Grundy McCoy
and Nancy Lorene Marshall
McCoy. His first wife, Mrs.
Jewell Allen McCoy, died in
August 1963, and he later
married the former Verda
Slaughter on June 20, 1964, and
she survives.
Mr. McCoy is survived by
his wife, Verda, 903 Vine
Street, Murray; two sons,
Thomas N. McCoy, Jr.,
Ashland, and George Allen
McCoy, Ypsilanti, Mich.; one
brother, Terrell McCoy,
Calvert City; and one half
brother, Blaine McCoy,
Detroit, Mich.; four grand-
children, Scott, Sandy, Missy,
and Nicky McCoy.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at eleven a. m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
burial to follow in the Murray
City Cemetery.





E. H. Seaford, formerly of
Calloway County, died Sunday
morning at a hospital at Flint,
Mich. He was 65 years of age.
The deceased was preceded
in death by his wife, Mrs.
Polly Workman Seaford, on
December 15, 1975. He is
survived by one daughter,
Mrs. George Loretta)
Mulligan of Warren, Ohio,
three grandchildren, and one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at ten a.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Rev.
C. C. Brasher officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White playing the
organ.
Pallbearers will be Hafton
Garner, Milton Outland, Joe
P. McCuiston, Tellus
McDougal, Alfred Williams,
and Pat Wicker. Burial will be
in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the






Graveside rites for Brian.
Terry Hopkins were held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
Murray Memorial Gardens
with Bro. John Hoover and
Bro. John Dale officiating.
The Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home had charge of the
arrangements.
The boy, age 13, a student at
Murray Middle School and
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ, dted
Friday at 2:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Hopkins, and one sister, Miss
Deborah Hopkins, Murray
Route Seven; grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Edison Hopkins,
Farmington Route One, and
Mrs. Mary Lou Paerhall,
Murray; great grandparents,
Carl Hopkins, Farmington
route One, Mrs. Sallie
Spiceland, Murray Route
Four, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Brown, Bardwell, and Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Green, Murray.
Otto Zetsche's
Rites Held Sunday
The funeral for Elbert P.
Dunn of Ahno Route One was
held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Tom Fortner and Bro.
Ken Todd officiating. The
music was by Juanita Lee and
Bobbie Burkeen.
Cleo and Glen Colson,
Johnny and Jesse Arnold, and
Danny and Ronnie Dunn
served as pallbearers. Burial
was in the Outland Cemetery.
Mr. Dunn died Friday at
5:50 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 64 years of age. Born July
29, 1911, in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late
Davis Elbert Dunn and Bertha
Fulcher Dunn.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Thelm4. Wallace Dunn,
'Alm° Route'One; two sisters,
Mrs. Levine Colson, Murray
Route Six, and Mrs. Nettie
Arnotd, 910 Sycamore Street,
Murray; two brothers,
William W. Dunn, Murray
Route Eight, and Riley Dunn,
MurratRoute Six.
Funeral services for Otto
Zetsche of Almo were held
Sunday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiating
and Tilghman and Jessie
Barrow providing the song
service.
Pallbearers were Milton
Walston, Odell Colson, Leon
Duncan, James Dale Miller,
Glen Mays, and William P.
Miller. Burial was in the
Temple Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Zetsche, age 81, died
Saturday at 6:10 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Flint Baptist Church.
One nephew, Arlie ( Buster)
Zetsche of East St. Louis, Ill,
survives. He was born June 8,
1894, in Illinois, and was the
son of the late Hazekin and
Lucy C. Maddox Zetsche.
Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Bean
Final rites for Mrs. Rule
(Effie) Bean of Murray Route
Six were held Sunday at 2:30
p.m. at the Coldwater Church
of Christ with Bro. Henry
Hargis and Bro. Connie Wyatt
officiating.
Pallbearers were Ralph and
Dennis Sliger, Hal and
Charles Bean, Terry Parrish,
and Larry Robinson, all
grandsons. Burial was in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Bean, age 81, died
Friday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Curtis Brooks
and Mrs. Hulon Sliger, four
sons, James, Truman,
William, and Linzy Bean, two
sisters, Mrs. Maggie Glass






Mrs. Martha Kelly Gardner
of Arvada, Colorado, died
Wednesday, February 25, at a
hospital in Denver, Colorado.
The deceased worked at the
Ledger & Times while she was
attending Murray State
College from 1934 to 1939.
Surviviors are her husband,
Errett Gardner, and one
daughter, Ann Kroter,
Arvada, Colorado; two
brothers, Guy P. Kelly of
Murray and John K. Kelly of
Kevil; three grandchildren.
Funeral and burial services
are being held today (Mon-
day) In Arvada, Colorado.
PRESENTED SCHOLARSHIP CITATION—Ross Moore of frankfort is being presented
with a scholarship citation by Dr. Constantine W. Curtis, president of Murray State
University, on behalf of the National Kappa Alpha social fraternity for maintaining the
highest grade point average of all the incoming freshman pledges. Also shown with
Moore and Dr. Curris is Bobby Padgett (back) of Frankfort, president of Kappa Alpha,
and Jerry Morris (extreme right) of Hopkinsville, scholarship chairman. Moore is the




Nixon has returned to the
privacy of his San Clemente
compound after a trip to China
that drew honors from his
hosts but criticism from some
at home.
There was no word whether
Nixon would meet with
Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger, who was on the
West Coast at the Palm
Springs home of actor Kirk
Douglas when Nixon returned





during Nixon's journey that
the former president would be




The sixth annual Mardi
Gras Fiesta will be held
Tuesday in the ballroom of
Murray State University's
Waterfield Student Union
Bldg. The festivities will begin
at 7 p. in. and will continue
until 10 p. m.
Entertainment for the
Fiesta will include a reindition
of songs, dances, and skits
from foreign countries
presented by students in the
foreign language department
and organized games.
Refreshments of native foods
and drinks of these countries
will be served.
Admission to the Fiesta is $1
donation. All proceeds will
benefit the scholarship fund
for the foreign language
department.
The event is sponsored by
the students of the foreign
language department under
the direction of Dr. Bert Ball,





Council on Drug Education
will meet Tuesday, March 2,
at 7:00 p. m. at the First
Presbyterian Church, on Main
and 16th Street.
Guests will be presented
from the Murray City School
System to discuss drug
education in the city schools.
The council will discuss
possible involvement in a
teacher training workshop.
All interested community
residents are encouraged to
attend this meeting, a council
spokesman said.
Rudy's would like to apologize to the
many customers we could not take care of
Sat. night, Feb. 28 due to some of their help
being out with the flue. Plus Saturday was
the biggest night Rudy's has had since
being in business.
Next Saturday, March 6 we'll have plenty
of help and the same menu will prevail.
Once again, our apologies!
Rudy's Restaurant
Goat Square
ANGELES (AP) would any visitor returning
from China. However,
Kissinger had said he would
not do the debriefing himself.
Nixon is the only Westerner
to have had extensive contacts
with the acting premier of
China, Hua Kuo-feng. While in
Chinairhe talked with Hun for
two hours and met for more
than an hour with Communist
Party Chairman Mao Tse-
tung.
Nixon showed no outward
signs of the phlebitis in his
right leg which had reportedly
flared up during his trip, but
he appeared weary after the




Open house at the East
Elementary School will be
held Tuesday, March 2, at
seven p. m. at the regular
meeting of the Parent-
Teacher Club.
Parents and interested
persons will visit the rooms of
the children and talk with
their teachers.
Following the open house a
program will be presented by
the students, directed by Mrs.
Diane Dixon, music teacher.
The FTC voted at the last
meeting to build seesaws for
the playground and planned
an attic sale to be held April 10
at the school with Mrs. Pat
Skinner as chairman.
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of Murray State University
will present "the outlook of the
governments of their different
countries" on a series of
programs to be broadcast
over MSU-TV, Channel 11,
during March.
- ----- -
The presentatien will center
around the various kinds of '
government and heads of
state; population, labor force
and unemployment; the rate
of inflation; the countries; tax
system; and the main oc-
cupation of the people.
Each of the programs will
be broadcast at 5:30 p.m. The
countries and the dates they
will be featured are: Iran,
March 2; Nigeria, March 9;
Spain, March 16; and
Scotland, March 23.
-summer
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Then Come See Dunn's Everyday Low Prices
Oval table with one leaf and 4 mate's choirs are rich, burnishesd
maple in authentic Colonial styling. 36" round table extends to
36, 48" oval.
30" x 28" Table & 4 Choirs
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